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Abstract

Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from human activities are driving climate

change, but the pending crisis could be mitigated by a circular carbon 

economy where released CO2 is recycled into commodity chemicals. 

Autotrophic microbes can make a contribution by producing chemicals, 

such as biofuels, from CO2 and renewable energy. The primary natural 

CO2 fixation pathway is the Calvin cycle, in which the enzyme Rubisco 

carboxylates ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate. The present investigation used 

computational systems biology methods to map adaptations and 

constraints in autotrophic microbial metabolism based on the Calvin 

cycle. First, the metabolic network of the Calvin cycle-capable 

photoautotrophic cyanobacterium Synechocystis was contrasted with 

that of heterotrophic E. coli. Intracellular metabolite concentration 

ranges differed, leading to different capacity to provide thermodynamic 

driving forces to chemical production pathways. Second, the Calvin cycle 

in Synechocystis was modeled kinetically, showing that certain enzyme 

saturation and metabolite levels, for example high ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate concentration, were detrimental to stability. Control over 

reaction rates was distributed, but making certain enzymes faster, for 

example fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, could increase overall carbon 

fixation rate. Third, Synechocystis was starved of CO2 and ribosome 

profiling was used to track the effect on translation. Stress response and 

CO2 uptake were upregulated, but constant Rubisco expression and 

ribosome pausing in 5' untranslated regions indicated readiness for 

reappearance of CO2. Finally, microbial genomes with and without the 

Calvin cycle were contrasted, revealing metabolic, energetic, and 

regulatory adaptations that describe the properties of a functional 

autotroph. These findings provide a background for future study and 

engineering of autotrophs for direct conversion of CO2 into commodity 

chemicals.
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Sammanfattning

Utsläpp av koldioxid (CO2) från mänskliga aktiviteter driver 

klimatförändringarna, men den stundande krisen skulle kunna mildras av

en cirkulär kolekonomi där CO2 som släpps ut återvinns till 

råvarukemikalier. Autotrofa mikrober kan bidra genom att producera 

kemikalier, såsom biobränslen, från CO2 och förnybar energi. Den 

primära naturliga syntesvägen för CO2-fixering är calvincykeln, i vilken 

enzymet Rubisco karboxylerar ribulos-1,5-bisfosfat. Undersökningen som

ligger till grund för denna avhandling använde systembiologiska 

beräkningsmetoder för att kartlägga anpassningar och begränsningar i 

autotrof mikrobiell metabolism baserad på calvincykeln. För det första 

kontrasterades det metaboliska nätverket hos den calvincykelkapabla 

fotoautotrofa cyanobakterien Synechocystis med det hos heterotrofen 

E. coli. De intracellulära metabolitkoncentrationerna var olika, vilket 

ledde till olika kapacitet att bistå med termodynamisk drivkraft till 

kemiska syntesvägar. För det andra modellerades calvincykeln i 

Synechocystis kinetiskt, vilket visade att vissa enzymsatureringsnivåer 

och metabolitkoncentrationer, bland annat hög ribulos-1,5-

bisfosfatkoncentration, motverkade stabiliteten. Kontroll över 

reaktionshastigheter var distribuerad, men ökning av hastigheten hos 

vissa enzymer, till exempel fruktos-1,6-bisfosfatas, skulle kunna öka den 

generalla kolfixeringshastigheten. För det tredje svältes Synechocystis på 

CO2 och ribosomprofilering användes för att följa effekten på 

translationen. Stressrespons och CO2-upptag uppreglerades, men 

konstant uttryck av Rubisco och pausning av ribosomer i de 

icketranslaterade 5'-regionerna indikerade beredskap för ett 

återuppträdande av CO2. Slutligen jämfördes mikrobiella genom med och 

utan kalvincykeln, vilket avslöjade metaboliska, energetiska, och 

regulatoriska anpassningar som beskriver egenskaperna hos en 

funktionell autotrof. Dessa upptäckter ger en bakgrund för framtida 

studier och ingenjörsmässig design av autotrofer för direkt omvandling av

CO2 till råvarukemikalier.
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Learning from organisms that consume CO2

Recent decades have provided astonishing biotechnological developments

such as massive parallel sequencing of genomes [1] and transcriptomes 

[2], CRISPR-based gene editing [3], and modern machine learning 

“artificial intelligence” (AI) algorithms [4]. These technologies allow us to 

analyze and design organisms with higher precision and more creativity 

than ever before. Hopefully this is the start of a biotechnological 

revolution. Such an era would be welcome, because our societies 

currently face food [5], ecology [6], and climate crises [7], challenges that 

may be solved partly through biological approaches. Some options are 

robust genetically modified crops for sustainable food production [8], 

knowledge-based management and preservation that maintain ecosystem

stability and diversity [9], and introduction of sustainable bio-based 

alternatives to fossil carbon in order to mitigate climate change [10].

Metabolic engineering is a subfield of biotechnology that aims to 

modify the metabolic machinery of cells to make them better at producing

chemicals that are useful to us [11]. It often involves introducing new 

biosynthesis pathways to produce completely foreign compounds. 

Thereby, metabolic engineering enables biomanufacturing and a bio-

based economy. In order to carry out metabolic engineering, it is 

necessary to have knowledge of metabolism, especially regarding the 

responses of metabolism to genetic and environmental changes. It is also 

necessary to have tools to select and carry out optimal metabolic designs. 

The aim of the research underlying this thesis was to provide such 

knowledge and design tools. Specifically, the studies and tools were aimed

at autotrophic microbes, which by definition grow and accumulate 

biomass carbon by consuming inorganic carbon, particularly carbon 

dioxide (CO2).

In an academic metabolic engineering context, autotrophs are 

interesting because of how their metabolic networks are different from 

heterotrophs, which are fed with sugar or other reduced carbon 

compounds. The most important and industrially relevant heterotroph is 

yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), best known for its ability to ferment 

sugar to ethanol [12]. My research is primarily based on the 
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photosynthesizing cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (referred 

to as Synechocystis from here on), and other bacteria. By studying the 

differences between heterotrophic and autotrophic metabolism, we may 

learn what is required to switch between these two modes of life, thereby 

opening new routes to modification and design. More importantly, in an 

applied metabolic engineering context, autotrophs are the basis for direct 

conversion of CO2 to target compounds, powered by inorganic energy 

sources such as sunlight [10]. The “middleman” of plant biomass can 

thereby be bypassed to create more flexible and efficient sustainable 

biomanufacturing.

This thesis consists of four papers that explore autotrophic metabolism

from several angles. The analytical methods were mostly computational, 

meaning that existing datasets were reanalyzed to answer new questions. 

In the spirit of big data analysis, I made a visualization of the thesis work 

timeline. Figure 1 shows the daily activity in each project, based on the 

number of characters saved in my digital project logbooks. Starting in 

2016 and achieving a publication in late 2017, Paper I [13] compared the

metabolite concentrations of Synechocystis and E. coli, and also the 

capacity of their native metabolism to support computationally generated

biosynthesis pathways to different commercially important compounds. 

Paper II [14], published in late 2018, used a kinetic model of 

Synechocystis autotrophic metabolism, i.e. its Calvin cycle pathway of 

carbon fixation, to reveal metabolite concentrations that are critical for 

stability and to identify reactions that could be made faster to increase the

rate of CO2 fixation. Paper III [15], also published in late 2018, used 

ribosome profiling, i.e. sequencing of mRNA fragments actively 

translated by ribosomes, to track the response of Synechocystis gene 

expression to CO2 starvation. Paper IV [16], published in early 2021, 

broadened the view to all prokaryotic microbes that use the Calvin cycle 

pathway of carbon fixation by comparing their genomes to the closest 

relatives without the Calvin cycle. The comparison identified genetic 

adaptations critical for Calvin cycle function, which may help in 

optimizing natural or engineered autotrophic microbes.
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Figure 1: Timeline of projects discussed in this thesis based on entries in logbooks. 

Logbooks were updated with daily entries for each project (indicated by text 

labels). General notes and minor side-projects were recorded in the main 

logbook. The y-axis uses a square root scale and shows the number of 

characters of text recorded on each date. The highest number of characters, i.e. 

41,165 in “Paper I (Pathways)” on 2 August 2016, was removed in order to 

display other values better. The data were collected on 13 January 2021.

In the following chapters, I will first establish background knowledge 

about autotrophic metabolism by examining how nature and humans 

exploit autotrophy, and how autotrophy evolved during Earth’s history. I 

will then show how autotrophic metabolism may be analyzed using 

computers. My present investigation then describes a “digital map” of 

autotrophic metabolism, focusing on differences between autotrophs and 

heterotrophs as laid out in the research that this thesis is based upon. 

Finally, I will discuss how the findings from the digital map may guide 

metabolic engineering of autotrophic organisms in the future.
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Exploiting autotrophic metabolism

Life has always depended on autotrophic metabolism, either directly or 

indirectly. For example, our societies rely on autotrophic plants to supply 

food, directly or by feeding livestock, which makes us one example of how

life exploits autotrophic metabolism. This chapter explains why 

autotrophy is important, and how humans can make even better use of 

autotrophic metabolism in the future.

Autotrophs make living matter from carbon dioxide

Autotrophy forms the basis of all ecosystems by binding CO2 and 

inorganic energy into reduced carbon molecules like sugar. The reduced 

carbon is refined by additional, biochemical reactions into amino acids, 

nucleic acids, fatty acids, and more specialized molecules such as 

vitamins. These products of anabolic networks eventually allow cells to 

divide, and organisms to accumulate biomass. For all this to pass, 

however, the initial step of carbon fixation must occur, and it is not 

trivial.

Binding CO2 into organic carbon is energy intensive

CO2 is a highly oxidized form of carbon, which is clear from its two oxygen

atoms. The standard Gibbs free energy of formation is -394.38 kJ mol-1 

[17], meaning that a large amount of energy is typically released from 

reactions that generate CO2. One example of such a reaction is burning 

gasoline in oxygen, which can accelerate a vehicle weighing several tons 

to high speeds using a combustion engine. Conversely, the reaction of 

fixing CO2 into a reduced molecule is necessarily energy intensive [18]. 

Gasoline is composed of reduced carbon molecules that took millions of 

years to form in sediments under high pressure, but originate from sugar-

derived products of prehistoric, ocean-living, photosynthesizing algae 

[19]. Photosynthesis is one solution to the energy intensive carbon 

fixation process, but there are other options as well.

Photosynthesis is achieved by harvesting sunlight photons in 

membrane-integral photosystems, eventually powering pumps that 

translocate protons from one side of the membrane to the other [20]. The
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proton gradient is then used by ATP synthase to generate the cellular 

energy currency ATP. Cyanobacteria, and their chloroplast descendants 

in plants [21], use the water-splitting capability of photosystem II to strip 

electrons from water (H2O), generating protons (H+) and oxygen (O2) in 

the process. The electrons are then passed on to NADPH or other cellular 

reductant currency molecules. Anoxygenic photosynthetic microbes 

obtain electrons from organic molecules, sulfide, or hydrogen [22], while 

non-photosynthetic autotrophs obtain both energy and electrons from 

inorganic molecules such as hydrogen sulfide (H2S) [23], metal sulfides 

[24], iron (Fe2+) [25], or molecular hydrogen (H2) [26]. Certain 

autotrophs have the ability to extract enough energy for carbon fixation 

from carbon monoxide (CO) [27] or ammonia oxidation [28,29]. Growth 

on CO or ammonia requires special adaptations, such as electron 

bifurcation [30,31], and generally results in very slow growth (0.023 to 

0.14 h-1) [32,33], e.g. compared to fast-growing photoautotrophs (0.33 

h-1) [34]. The biological energy and reducing equivalent carriers, i.e. ATP 

and e.g. NADPH, are eventually used to power any of the seven carbon 

fixation pathways that are discussed in the next chapter.

Heterotrophs live off of the products of autotrophs

It is generally accepted that autotrophy was the first mode of growth on 

our planet, and that heterotrophy evolved later [35]. This makes sense, 

because heterotrophy is based on the consumption of reduced organic 

carbon molecules to fuel growth, accompanied by a net release of CO2. 

Heterotrophy is not viable unless there are autotrophs present to produce

the reduced carbon.

Heterotrophy is a mode of growth that may be available also to 

organisms that are classified as autotrophs. For example, autotrophs 

must store fixed carbon for periods when their primary, inorganic energy 

source is scarce. One example of this is night-time, when there is no light 

available to sustain photosynthesis in phototrophic organisms [36]. 

However, there is no growth occurring at that stage, only maintenance 

metabolism. On the other hand, there are photoautotrophic strains that 

can use glucose to maintain growth in darkness, for example a strain of 

Synechocystis [37]. Furthermore, there are organisms that are 

facultatively autotrophic. For example, Ralstonia eutropha H16 is 
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capable of growing heterotrophically on e.g. fructose, pyruvate, and 

succinate, while it can also grow autotrophically on a mixture of 

hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and oxygen [38,39]. The contrasts in metabolic

pathways and general lifestyle between autotrophy and heterotrophy is a 

recurring theme in this thesis, and some differences will be discussed in 

detail in later chapters.

Humans and other animals are heterotrophs, but there are also 

microbial heterotrophs, such as yeast. We have long used yeast 

fermentation as a biomanufacturing method for ethanol, but that is only 

an indirect use of autotroph biomass, i.e. sugar from plants. The next 

section introduces direct conversion from CO2 to target molecules as a 

biomanufacturing approach.

Biomanufacturing from CO2 mitigates climate change

Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that traps thermal energy from 

sunlight in the atmosphere, thereby elevating the temperature on Earth. 

Our burning of fossil fuels, i.e. oil and coal, has released so much CO2 into

the atmosphere since the start of the industrial revolution that we are 

now facing a major climate crisis that may lead to up to four degrees 

higher global average temperature by the end of this century [7]. Instead 

of using fixed carbon from millions of years old algae (oil) and plants 

(coal) [19], it is necessary to shift to a circular carbon economy based on 

renewable resources (Figure 2) [10,40]. In a circular carbon economy, 

each molecule of CO2 that is released is countered by the re-fixation of 

one molecule through biological or electrochemical means. Thereby 

atmospheric CO2 levels are kept constant and climate change may be 

mitigated by solutions that permanently remove CO2 from the 

atmosphere, i.e. carbon capture and storage techniques [41].
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Figure 2: A circular carbon economy based on engineered microbes. In order to avoid 

increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration and escalating climate change, it is 

necessary to establish a circular carbon economy in which emitted CO2 is 

returned to a bound form. One way to do this is via engineered microbes. First 

generation biomanufacturing relies on sugar sources that are also suitable for 

food production. Second generation biomanufacturing utilizes lignocellulosic 

biomass, e.g. from forestry and agriculture waste. Third generation 

biomanufacturing uses engineered autotrophic microbes to perform direct 

conversion from CO2 to target product chemicals. Sunlight may be used directly 

by photoautotrophs to fix CO2, or indirectly via conversion to electricity followed 

by electrolytic hydrogen (H2) production or electrosynthetic formate (HCOOH) 

production from water, or water and CO2, respectively. A chemoautotroph then 

uses hydrogen and CO2, or formate to produce chemicals.

Increasingly sustainable production of chemicals

Sustainable biomanufacturing of chemicals that replace fossil alternatives

is commonly divided into three generations (Figure 2) [42]. First 

generation biomanufacturing is carried out by heterotrophic microbes 

that consume hexose sugars from starch and sucrose in agricultural crops 

such as wheat, corn, and sugarcane. For example, yeast (Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae) produced 110 billion liters of ethanol biofuel from crops in 

2019 [43]. Criticisms of first generation biomanufacturing include the 

occupation of arable land that could be used for food production, and 

environmental degradation from deforestation [44] and monoculture 

practices [45]. Second generation biomanufacturing attempts to become 

more sustainable by feeding microbes with waste products from 

agriculture and forestry, i.e. lignocellulosic biomass. The diverse mixture 

of sugars available in waste biomass requires specialized microbes and 
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extreme temperature conditions, prompting the employment of 

heterotrophic thermophiles such as Clostridium thermocellum [46]. 

Research into second generation biomanufacturing is an ongoing effort. 

Likewise, third generation biomanufacturing is also under development, 

and this thesis is a contribution to that field of research. Third generation 

biomanufacturing refers to the processing of algal biomass, but also more 

generally to the use of genetically engineered autotrophs to perform 

direct conversion of CO2 to product chemicals [42]. A range of different 

organisms are used to this end. Note that direct conversion of CO2 may 

also be termed the “fourth” generation of biomanufacturing [47], but I 

will refer to it as the third generation here.

The host bacteria that promise a sustainable future

In metabolic engineering, an organism hosting genes encoding a 

biochemical production pathway is termed a host organism. If it is a 

standard reference organism that shows promise of supporting a diverse 

range of production pathways and conditions, it may be termed a 

platform organism. Two promising host organisms for third generation 

biomanufacturing are Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (“Synechocystis”), a 

photoautotrophic cyanobacterium [48], and Ralstonia eutropha H16 

(“Ralstonia”), a facultative chemoautotrophic betaproteobacterium [39] 

(Figure 2).

Synechocystis has been developed to produce e.g. ethanol, isobutanol, 

and lactate from CO2 and sunlight [49–51]. The cultures are most 

efficiently suspended in plastic bags, where they carry out their growth 

and target chemical production [52]. One challenge with Synechocystis is 

its slow growth compared to other bacteria, as well as the issues of cells 

shading each other from sunlight in a culture [48]. In this thesis, 

cyanobacteria, and Synechocystis in particular, constitute a reference 

autotrophic metabolic engineering platform. For example, in Paper I, 

Synechocystis metabolism was compared to that of the heterotrophic 

gammaproteobacterium Escherichia coli. In Paper II, Synechocystis 

metabolism was modeled using enzyme kinetics. In Paper III, 

Synechocystis was subjected to CO2 starvation. However, Paper IV was 
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dedicated to genetic adaptations in more than 1,000 non-cyanobacterial 

autotrophs, highlighting a vast microbial diversity that remains untapped 

in third generation biomanufacturing.

Ralstonia is one example of a novel biomanufacturing autotroph. 

Ralstonia has primarily been studied for the production of the bioplastic 

polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB), which the cells accumulate during nitrogen 

starvation [53–55]. However, ongoing research aims to establish 

Ralstonia as a platform organism with more general production 

capability [56]. In contrast to cyanobacteria, Ralstonia is capable of 

growing heterotrophically on several substrates, e.g. succinate and 

fructose. More importantly, it is capable of chemoautotrophic growth, 

meaning it obtains energy and reducing power from inorganic hydrogen 

gas that can be mixed into its growth medium. It also tolerates carbon 

monoxide (CO) in moderate amounts [57], meaning it can be grown in 

industrial biomass-derived “syngas,” which is a mixture of CO, CO2, and 

H2 [58]. Ralstonia has another ace up its sleeve, which is growth on 

formate [59]. When growing formatotrophically, Ralstonia strips 

electrons from formate (HCOOH), releasing CO2 that is then fixed in its 

carbon fixation pathway. Formate has better solubility in water than 

hydrogen and carbon monoxide gas, suggesting that formate is a more 

feasible energy delivery molecule [60]. The ability to grow on formate or 

hydrogen gas means that Ralstonia could essentially be solar powered, 

since those molecules may be formed through electrosynthesis from CO2 

and water, or from electrolysis of water, respectively (Figure 2) [10,40]. 

Another alternative is a recently developed formatotrophic E. coli strain 

[61].
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The evolution of autotrophy

In the previous chapter it was established that autotrophic metabolism 

supports all life on planet Earth by creating organic carbon from CO2. The

process of carbon fixation is also of great importance for the 

establishment of a circular carbon economy. This chapter introduces the 

seven known carbon fixation pathways that have evolved during the 

history of life and remain responsible for CO2 fixation in nature to this 

day. Knowledge of these pathways is critical for selecting appropriate 

industrial production strains and for optimizing their growth and product

formation.

Three pathways at the origin of life

The first living cells appeared about four billion years ago [62] in an 

oxygen-free environment [63]. It has been established that the last 

universal common ancestor (LUCA), i.e. the microbe that gave rise to the 

archaeal and bacterial clades about 3.5 billion years ago, was autotrophic 

[64]. The CO2 fixation machinery in the LUCA autotroph was either the 

Wood-Ljungdahl pathway [64], or a combination of the Wood-Ljungdahl 

pathway, the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle, and the reductive glycine 

pathway [65]. The following sections describe each of these three 

pathways.

Wood-Ljungdahl pathway

The Wood-Ljungdahl pathway has two branches that reduce CO2 to 

methyl-tetrahydrofolate, via formate, and to CO, which are then 

combined into the central carbon metabolism molecule acetyl-CoA as the 

final product [66]. The reduction can be powered by hydrogen, formate or

carbon monoxide. The Wood-Ljungdahl pathway is considered the most 

energy efficient CO2 fixation pathway, using only one ATP per pyruvate 

generated, compared to between two and seven ATP per pyruvate for 

other carbon fixation pathways [67]. Energy preservation using the 

Wood-Ljungdahl pathway can be even more extreme in hydrogenotrophic

acetogens. These acetogens regenerate some of the ATP expended in the 
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methyl-tetrahydrofolate branch by transferring the acetyl-CoA bond 

energy to acetyl-phosphate, which is then dephosphorylated to form one 

ATP [31].

Reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle

The reductive tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle can operate using the classic 

TCA cycle enzymes if there are reverse thermodynamic driving forces for 

each reaction [68]. However, a signature enzyme of the reductive TCA 

cycle is the oxygen-sensitive ATP citrate lyase, which specifically catalyzes

the reaction from citrate to oxaloacetate and acetyl-CoA [69]. While the 

classic TCA cycle degrades carbon entering as acetyl-CoA, releasing two 

molecules of CO2 and preserving energy and electrons in ATP and NADH,

the reductive TCA cycle does the opposite, resulting in carbon fixation.

Reductive glycine pathway

The reductive glycine pathway has similarities with the methyl branch of 

the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway, but instead of producing methyl-

tetrahydrofolate, the first CO2 molecule is reduced to 5,10-methylene-

tetrahydrofolate, via formate, directly followed by incorporation of the 

second CO2 molecule by a glycine cleavage/synthase enzyme [70]. Glycine

is then deaminated to acetyl-CoA to support autotrophic growth, or 

hydroxymethylated to serine to support amino acid production.

Three contending pathways arose

As life went on, evolution came up with three similar pathways involving 

three- and four-carbon organic acid intermediates, and can be grouped 

together with the reductive TCA cycle by the common metabolites acetyl-

CoA and succinyl-CoA [67]. The three new pathways are known today as 

the dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle, the 3-hydroxypropionate/4-

hydroxybutyrate cycle, and the 3-hydroxypropionate bicycle.

Dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle

The dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle operates in anaerobic 

hyperthermophilic archaea [71]. The carboxylating enzymes are pyruvate 

synthase and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, which turn CO2 and 
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acetyl-CoA into oxaloacetate. The oxaloacetate is then processed into two 

molecules of acetyl-CoA again via the intermediates succinyl-CoA, 4-

hydroxybutyryl-CoA, and crotonyl-CoA.

3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle

The 3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle is another archaeal 

invention [72]. The main carboxylating enzymes are acetyl-CoA 

carboxylase, which generates malonyl-CoA, and propionyl-CoA 

carboxylase, which generates methylmalonyl-CoA. Malonyl-CoA from the 

first carboxylation step is transformed into propionyl-CoA via five 

reactions constituting the first half of the cycle, where one intermediate is

the eponymous 3-hydroxypropionate. Similarly to the previously 

described dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle, methylmalonyl-CoA is 

processed into two molecules of acetyl-CoA via succinyl-CoA, 4-

hydroxybutyryl-CoA, and crotonyl-CoA.

3-hydroxypropionate bicycle

The 3-hydroxypropionate bicycle is possibly the rarest known carbon 

fixation pathway. It is restricted to anoxygenic phototrophs in the phylum

Chloroflexi [73,74]. As in the 3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate 

cycle, the 3-hydroxypropionate bicycle begins with the carboxylation of 

acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA by acetyl-CoA carboxylase. The pathway is a 

bicycle in that it can be seen as two separate cycles operating in parallel, 

albeit sharing a few enzymes. The two cycles split at the intermediate 

propionyl-CoA, which in the first cycle is transformed to acetyl-CoA and 

glyoxylate via carboxylation to methylmalonyl-CoA and finally splitting of

malyl-CoA. The second cycle then combines glyoxylate and propionyl-

CoA into methylmalyl-CoA, which is transformed to citramalyl-CoA and 

finally split into acetyl-CoA and pyruvate.

While the 3-hydroxypropionate bicycle is a rare oddity among carbon 

fixation pathways, the seventh and final pathway is nothing of the sort. In

the next section, the topic is the dominant so called Calvin cycle.
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The Calvin cycle - A seventh pathway to rule them all?

The Calvin cycle is the most abundant carbon fixation pathway among 

living organisms [67,75], due to its wide distribution through plants and 

algae [76], but also due to a presence in 6-8% of bacterial and archaeal 

genomes [16]. The dominance of the Calvin cycle is affirmed by searching 

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; 

https://www.kegg.jp/) for six of the carbon fixation pathways (modules 

M00165, M00173, M00374, M00375, M00376, and M00377; there is no 

module for the reductive glycine pathway). Counting bacterial and 

archaeal genomes with complete carbon fixation pathways in KEGG 

indicates that the Calvin cycle is at least ten times more prevalent than 

any of the other pathways. Consequently, the carboxylating enzyme, 

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), is the most 

abundant protein on Earth [76]. This section describes the properties and

function of Rubisco, the function of the Calvin cycle, and what aspects of 

it were studied in the papers appended to this thesis.

A triumph of Rubisco and Phosphoribulokinase

The Calvin cycle was the first carbon fixation pathway to be described, 

presented in a publication in 1950 by Bassham, Benson, and Calvin [77]. 

The Calvin cycle is distinguished by the enzymes ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) and phosphoribulokinase 

(Prk). Ribulose-5-phosphate is phosphorylated with ATP by Prk, 

generating the Rubisco substrate ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate. Rubisco then

carboxylates ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate, yielding two molecules of 3-

phosphoglycerate. The Rubisco and Prk reactions integrate with the 

ubiquitous pentose phosphate pathway and glycolysis through the shared 

metabolites ribulose-5-phosphate, and 3-phosphoglycerate, respectively 

[78]. Thereby the Calvin cycle occupies a prominent position in central 

carbon metabolism.

The Calvin cycle is completed by enzymes that regenerate the Prk 

substrate ribulose-5-phosphate (Figure 3). If the Rubisco pool is 

presented with three ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate molecules, it will fix three

CO2, generating six 3-phosphoglycerate molecules [79]. One 3-

phosphoglycerate molecule may then be funneled towards the TCA cycle, 

https://www.kegg.jp/
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e.g. ending up as the two-carbon building block acetyl-CoA. The extra 3-

phosphoglycerate may also be used to generate an excess of other Calvin 

cycle intermediates, which are used for carbohydrate storage, amino acid 

synthesis, or nucleotide synthesis. The remaining five 3-phosphoglycerate

molecules, each containing three carbon atoms (total of 15 C), are 

transformed and recombined in a complex network of reactions so that 

the end result is three five-carbon molecules (total of 15 C). That is, three 

ribulose-5-phosphate molecules are regenerated, which may then be 

phosphorylated by Prk for another round of carbon fixation by Rubisco. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the regeneration of ribulose-5-phosphate 

occurs primarily by the action of aldolase, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 

(FBPase), sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase (SBPase), and transketolase.

Note that F/SBPase is bifunctional in some organisms [80], and 

separated into individual enzymes in others [81]. Energy and electrons 

are supplied by ATP and NADPH, in the phosphorylation steps catalyzed 

by Prk and phosphoglycerate kinase, and the reduction step catalyzed by 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, respectively.

Rubisco may oxygenate ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate, leading to the 

formation of 3-phosphoglycerate and 2-phosphoglycolate. 2-

phosphoglycolate is toxic and must be recycled through the special 

photorespiration pathway, which leads to the release of CO2 and lower 

carbon yield [82]. Mechanisms to avoid oxygenation of the Rubisco 

substrate have evolved to avoid the wasteful photorespiration process. 

For example, carboxysomes are protein compartments that raise CO2 

concentration around Rubisco, thereby favoring the carboxylation 

reaction over oxygenation [83]. CO2 is able to diffuse through plasma 

membranes freely, while bicarbonate (HCO3
-) is not. Therefore, another 

adaptation is carbon concentrating mechanisms that actively pump HCO3
-

into the cell, and carbonic anhydrase that accelerates the conversion from

bicarbonate to CO2 inside the cell [84,85].
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Figure 3: The Calvin cycle yields several central carbon metabolites as it restores 

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate for another round of Rubisco CO2 fixation. The 

Calvin cycle uses Rubisco to fix nominally three CO2 molecules into three 

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate molecules, yielding six 3-phosphoglycerate (3PG) 

molecules. One 3PG, equivalent to the three fixed CO2 molecules, is removed 

and funneled towards phosphoenolpyruvate, pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, and 

eventually into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. Note that the 3PG molecule 

corresponding to three fixed CO2 may also be used to generate intermediates of 

the Calvin cycle. The remaining five three-carbon sugars are rearranged into 

three five-carbon sugars, i.e. ribulose-5-phosphate, which are phosphorylated 

with ATP by phosphoribulokinase (Prk), and the cycle begins anew. Intermediates

may also be funneled to other biosynthetic pathways. Transaldolase (*) is 

generally of marginal importance [86], but is central to Calvin cycle function in 

some organisms [87]. Abbreviations: 3PG, 3-phosphoglycerate; BPG, 1,3-

bisphosphoglycerate; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; E4P, erythrose-4-

phosphate; F6P, fructose-6-phosphate; FBP, fructose-1,6-bisphosphate; FBPase, 

fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase; GAP, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; Gapd, 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; Pgk, phosphoglycerate kinase; 

R5P, ribose-5-phosphate; Rpe, ribulose-phosphate epimerase; Rpi, ribose-5-

phosphate isomerase; Ru5P, ribulose-5-phosphate; RuBP, ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate; S7P, sedoheptulose-7-phosphate; SBP, sedoheptulose-1,7-

bisphosphate; SBPase, sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase; TCA, tri-carboxylic 

acid; Tpi, triosephosphate isomerase; Xu5P, xylulose-5-phosphate.
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Rubisco itself has an ancient history, albeit not as ancient as the LUCA.

Rubisco appeared about 2.9 billion years ago [88], before the great 

oxygenation event set in motion by oxygenic photoautotrophic 

cyanobacteria [89]. Before the appearance of modern Rubisco, the 

ancestral Rubisco-like enzymes were involved in recycling methionine 

breakdown products [90]. The methionine salvage function remains to 

this day in the so-called Rubisco-like proteins, also known as form IV 

[91,92]. Rubisco-like proteins lack a critical active site lysine residue and 

are therefore incapable of CO2 fixation [93]. The other Rubisco forms are 

however capable of CO2 fixation [92,94,95]: The “green type” form IA and

IB Rubiscos are found in cyanobacteria and other bacteria, and in 

cyanobacteria, eukaryotic algae, and higher plants, respectively. The “red 

type” form IC and ID Rubiscos are associated with Proteobacteria and 

non-green algae, respectively. Form II is associated with Proteobacteria, 

archaea, and dinoflagellates. While forms I and II operate in Calvin cycle 

carbon fixation, form III is instead involved in archaeal nucleoside 

metabolism.

It is interesting that the Calvin cycle is the most successful carbon 

fixation pathway, yet it is also the stoichiometrically least energy efficient,

requiring 7 ATP to produce one molecule of pyruvate [67]. Furthermore, 

it utilizes a generally slow carbon fixation enzyme that has been the 

subject of many enzyme engineering attempts yielding little improvement

[96]. One merit is that all the Calvin cycle enzymes tolerate oxygen, in 

contrast with e.g. the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway enzymes [66], and ATP 

citrate lyase from the reductive TCA cycle [69]. Another merit is that a 

subset of the reactions can be reversed to act as an oxidative pentose 

phosphate pathway. Conversely, the pentose phosphate pathway, present 

in most microbes for nucleotide synthesis and breakdown, may offer 

drop-in compatibility with Prk and Rubisco. This compatibility with Prk 

and Rubisco was shown in engineered E. coli that obtains all biomass 

carbon from CO2 by gaining Calvin cycle functionality [61,97,98]. 

Similarly, the methanol assimilation xylulose-monophosphate pathway 

was recently converted into a functional Calvin cycle in the yeast Pichia 

pastoris [99]. Another benefit is that substrates for the TCA cycle, 
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carbohydrate storage (sucrose, starch, and glycogen), aromatic amino 

acid synthesis, and nucleotide synthesis can all be tapped from 

intermediates of the Calvin cycle (Figure 3).

As described above, the Calvin cycle is a complex reaction network. 

This network needs to run smoothly to enable continuous carbon fixation 

by Rubisco. In other words, the Calvin cycle enables steady state growth. 

At the same time, the Calvin cycle must adapt to changes in metabolite 

concentrations that arise from removing intermediates towards various 

anabolic processes, e.g. nucleotide and amino acid synthesis. The Calvin 

cycle must also adapt to changes in energy and CO2 availability brought 

on by changes in the extracellular environment. Finally, the metabolic 

network and energy metabolism of the entire organism must work in 

unison with the Calvin cycle. It is clear that understanding how the Calvin

cycle works inside microbial cells is not trivial, and therefore requires 

extensive research. The constraints and adaptations associated with 

autotrophic metabolism based on the Calvin cycle is the main topic of this

thesis. In the next section, I will introduce the Calvin cycle investigations 

described by the four papers underlying this thesis.

Exploring adaptations, control, halting, and expansion

The research presented in this thesis explored the biology of organisms 

utilizing the Calvin cycle for an autotrophic lifestyle. Specifically, this 

exploration focused on genetic adaptations associated with the Calvin 

cycle, how its operation is controlled, what happens when CO2 is removed

and the Calvin cycle stops working, and how foreign biosynthetic 

pathways fit a metabolic network based on the Calvin cycle. The following

paragraphs describes these aspects and why they are interesting.

The Calvin cycle was at some point acquired into the genomes of the 

ancestors of most autotrophs found in nature today, most likely through 

horizontal gene transfer events [100–103]. It follows that those ancestral 

genomes had to adapt to the presence of the novel metabolic pathway. It 

may also have been necessary for those genomes to contain a certain 

genetic repertoire that made it possible to integrate the Calvin cycle into 

their metabolism. The research in Paper IV explored what organisms 

contain the Calvin cycle, and then established what genes were selected 
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for to enable successful integration of the Calvin cycle. The discovery of 

these adaptations relied on comparison to closely related genomes 

without the Calvin cycle. The findings shed light on the evolution of the 

Calvin cycle, but may also inspire metabolic engineers aiming to improve 

Calvin cycle carbon fixation rates to try new routes already explored by 

nature.

A Calvin cycle that is established in an autotrophic organism is a finely 

tuned machine, for example through balanced reaction rates and 

regulatory mechanisms [79,98]. The properties of a metabolic network 

are determined by enzyme kinetic parameters and substrate affinities, as 

well as allosteric regulation by key metabolites on key enzymes. In order 

to understand these aspects of the Calvin cycle, the research in Paper II 

carried out kinetic modeling of the Calvin cycle in Synechocystis, with 

randomly sampled enzyme parameters and metabolite concentrations. 

Thereby controlling steps and stable metabolomes were identified, which 

may help guide future engineering projects focusing on improving Calvin 

cycle carbon fixation rates and autotrophic growth.

Industrial settings often involve supplying highly concentrated CO2 to 

improve carbon fixation [48,52,104]. If this supply is intermittent, or if 

natural CO2 concentrations drop locally due to high biological carbon 

fixation activity, the organism operating the Calvin cycle will be starved of

CO2. Thereby the Calvin cycle grinds to a halt, prompting the organism to 

conserve carbon and enter a dormant state, or switch to a different mode 

of growth if other substrates are available. The research in Paper III 

investigated how gene expression and translation changes when the 

Calvin cycle autotroph Synechocystis is starved of CO2.

An efficient biomanufacturing platform strain needs to be paired with 

efficient production pathways that perform the biosynthesis of the 

desired target chemicals. The research in Paper I created thousands of 

possible biosynthesis pathways to dozens of economically relevant target 

chemicals, and then integrated these pathways with the platform 

metabolism. In this case, the photoautotroph Synechocystis was 

contrasted with the heterotroph E. coli, and a thermodynamic analysis 

algorithm was used to determine whether the novel pathways would be 
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compatible with growth of the platform organism. Benefits and 

drawbacks of introducing novel pathways to expand a metabolism 

centered on the Calvin cycle were thereby identified.

The four papers all relied heavily on computational analyses of large 

datasets and models. The next chapter goes into detail of how autotrophic

metabolism in general, and the Calvin cycle in particular, may be 

analyzed using the computer.
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Computer analysis of autotrophic metabolism

Modern high throughput DNA sequencing and mass spectrometry 

technology has enabled detailed analysis of genes, gene expression, and 

intracellular metabolite concentrations at gigabyte and terabyte scales 

[105]. These massive datasets require extensive computational power and

efficient algorithms to draw biological conclusions. Computational 

biology and bioinformatics represent the development and 

implementation of such algorithms. The accumulation of biological data 

in public databases also presents the opportunity to perform fully 

computational studies. Research on autotrophic metabolism is no 

exception, with much effort being put into modeling and analysis of gene 

expression patterns. This chapter introduces the basic methodological 

principles underlying the computational analyses that are presented in 

this thesis. Furthermore, this chapter describes the software tools that 

were developed in each project.

Basic principles

There are several basic methodological principles that support 

computational analysis of autotrophic metabolism systems biology data. 

This section introduces the most relevant principles.

Thermodynamics

Thermodynamics is the most fundamental constraint for living 

organisms. Every action in the universe must increase disorder, i.e. 

entropy. When organisms assemble cellular structure, the local order is 

increased. Since the total order must decrease, living organisms have to 

release energy and drive the universe a tiny amount towards entropy 

[106]. Most importantly to metabolic modeling, thermodynamics dictate 

that every chemical reaction must release energy in order to proceed in 

the forward direction.
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The energy released as heat in a biochemical reaction is given by the 

Gibbs free energy change equation adjusted for the intracellular ionic 

strength (Equation 1) [107]:

(1)

where ΔrG' is the Gibbs free energy change for the reaction, ΔrG°' is the 

sum of the standard Gibbs free energy change ΔfG°' at the intracellular 

ionic strength for each product metabolite minus that of the reactants, R 

is the universal gas constant (8.31·10-3 kJ mol-1 K-1), T is the absolute 

temperature, and Qr is the concentration quotient of products and 

reactants, which approximates the ratio of activities. Thereby the amount 

of free energy released by a reaction is dependent of the chemical bond 

energy of reactants and products [108], as well as their relative 

concentrations. A negative change in free energy means that the reaction 

proceeds in the forward direction. If it is zero, the reaction is at 

equilibrium, and there is no net reaction direction, as both forward and 

reverse directions are balanced. If it is positive, the reaction proceeds in 

the reverse direction. In some contexts, the term “thermodynamic driving

force” is used, which is the negative of the Gibbs free energy change, to 

emphasize the importance of the forward direction.

The Gibbs free energy change of a reaction is related to the ratio of 

forward rate, also called flux, to backward flux, i.e. the more negative the 

ΔrG' is, the higher the ratio becomes. This ratio was used by Noor and 

colleagues to define the “flux-force efficacy,” which measures the net 

forward flux in relation to the total flux [109]. This is important, because 

a high thermodynamic driving force, i.e. a highly negative ΔrG', ensures 

that the enzyme units that catalyze a certain reaction are not wasted on 

catalyzing reverse flux. Thereby there is a trade-off between energy lost to

enzyme (protein) synthesis and to heat in high driving force reactions. 

Furthermore, if the enzyme is present in low concentration, post-

translational regulation becomes much more efficient and such reactions 

may be control points in metabolism. The flux-force efficacy reaches 

99.9% at ΔrG' = -13.1 kJ mol-1 [13], which may be used as a rule-of-thumb 

for the point at which a reaction becomes practically entirely forward 

acting. A reaction is irreversible if the ΔrG' is always negative for all 

biologically observed metabolite concentrations.

ΔrG ' = ΔrG° ' + RT ⋅ lnQr
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Thermodynamics of biochemical reactions has been used to determine 

feasible metabolite concentration and ΔrG' ranges in cells [110], the 

maximum-minimum driving force for sequences of metabolic reactions 

(pathways) [109], and to constrain flux analyses to the forward direction 

of reactions [111], through clever linear programming optimization 

techniques. The next section explains different techniques used to model 

and calculate metabolite fluxes inside cells.

Flux analyses

Metabolism is often modeled as a stoichiometric matrix, with reactions 

embodied as columns and metabolites as rows [112]. Each cell in the 

matrix states how many of each metabolite is produced or consumed by 

each reaction. The stoichiometric matrix is suitable for various 

optimization problems. If using every possible reaction based on 

annotated enzymes encoded by a genome, the model is considered to be 

genome scale. These models typically contain a few hundred to a few 

thousand reactions and metabolites [113].

The flux of every reaction of metabolism is collectively termed the flux 

distribution. In vivo flux distributions are obtained through isotope 

labeling, mass spectrometry, and metabolic flux analysis (MFA), in which 

measurements of isotope labeling ratios in different amino acids are used 

to calculate and map fluxes to the entire metabolic network [114,115]. 

Purely computational, or in silico, flux analyses may be constrained by 

the real flux values obtained through MFA experiments.

Flux balance analysis (FBA) is the most common in silico method for 

calculation of flux distributions [116]. It assumes that steady state growth 

of an organism results in a sum of fluxes that is equal to zero, i.e. all that 

goes in must come out. An objective function is specified, which might be 

accumulation of biomass, production of a target chemical, or rate of ATP 

production. The objective function is then optimized through linear 

programming. Another assumption of FBA is that fluxes have been 

optimized analogously through evolution in nature [117]. Therefore FBA 

provides a relevant model of metabolism. However, a limitation is that 

only a single solution is obtained, although many other solutions might 
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exist that lead to the same optimum. Flux variability analysis (FVA) 

attempts to overcome the limitation by estimating flux ranges that lead to

the same optimum [118].

Although FVA provides some information about the possible fluxes at 

optimal operation of metabolism, it does not attempt to enumerate all 

possibilities. Elementary flux mode (EFM) analysis does enumerate all 

unique ways that fluxes may cooperate to enable growth [119]. EFM 

analysis is less popular than FBA because of the massive amounts of data 

generated (millions of EFMs) and the time it takes to compute the EFMs 

(hours) compared to a single FBA solution (seconds).

Pathway enumeration

A biochemical pathway is a series of reactions that transform substrate 

molecules to an end product. When modeling metabolism, it is necessary 

to include pathways towards all necessary components of a living cell. It 

is also often necessary to include a pathway to a target compound. 

Pathway enumeration is a technique that suggests such pathways based 

on known or plausible biochemical reactions [120,121]. These 

biochemical reactions may be generated through a reaction rule 

algorithm [122], or may be already described in biological databases such 

as Biocyc (https://biocyc.org/) or KEGG (https://www.kegg.jp/). A 

simple example is a database consisting of the four reactions A  B, B  ⇌ ⇌

C, B  D, and C  D. If the pathway enumeration algorithm is tasked ⇌ ⇌

with finding all pathways from A to D, it will find the pathways A  B  D→ →

and A  B  C  D. The number of possible pathways increases → → →

uncontrollably with the number of reactions in the database. Therefore it 

is necessary to limit the number of origin compounds, which are typically 

part of metabolism, and also to limit the number of reaction steps.

Kinetic modeling

Kinetic modeling is the most accurate form of metabolic modeling 

currently available [123,124]. The model calculates the rates of each 

reaction depending on metabolite concentrations and enzyme kinetic 

parameters (Vmax and Km). However, the model is demanding to set up, 

because each reaction has its own kinetic rate equation, the form of which

https://www.kegg.jp/
https://biocyc.org/
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may vary depending on each enzyme and variations in allosteric 

regulation. Furthermore, kinetic modeling is limited by low availability of 

kinetic parameters and metabolite concentration measurements. 

Therefore it is necessary to apply computationally intensive sampling 

techniques to estimate kinetic parameters and metabolite concentrations 

[125].

Sequencing

Nucleotide sequencing is the most popular and straightforward way to 

count genes or measure gene expression (mRNA) with full coverage in 

biological samples from a very wide range of experiments. The data ends 

up in massive text files with reads and quality information (FASTQ files). 

These data must be filtered and analyzed using command line tools, 

prompting the development of a plethora of pipelines for different 

analyses such as RNA sequencing [2], random barcoded transposon 

insertion sequencing [126], and random barcoded overexpression 

libraries [127]. Sequencing and the associated computational analysis is 

an integral part of systems biology for metabolic engineering.

Annotation

Nucleotide sequences may not indicate the required type of information 

by themselves. Therefore it is necessary to apply annotation techniques 

that label genetic material and associates it with function and meaning. 

For example, barcodes in a random barcoded transposon insertion 

experiment must be mapped to the insertion sites in a genome by 

analyzing the associated genomic DNA sequence [126]. Another example 

is the designation of Pfam protein domains by hidden markov model 

(HMM) searches [128], and the designation of enzyme commission (EC) 

numbers through a deep learning neural network model [129]. These 

labels are then used in statistical analyses that compare groups of genes 

or samples from different environmental conditions.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses are employed to determine what patterns in data can 

be attributed to true differences or trends rather than random differences 

originating in measurement errors and natural biological variation 
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between equivalent samples. Statistical analyses typically provide p-

values, correlation r values, or predictions. For example, one might want 

to determine what genes are up- or down-regulated in a specific 

condition, for which a differential expression analysis such as DESeq2 

[130], based on the negative binomial distribution, can be used. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) can be used to expose the most prominent 

patterns in data by placing the majority of the information in a few, most 

important dimensions. Machine learning represents a growing aspect of 

computational biology, where predictions are made after training on 

known data examples [4].

A range of statistical analyses for different purposes are available in the

R and Python programming environments. These enabled the research 

presented in this thesis. The reader is referred to the method sections of 

Papers I-IV for detailed information on some statistical methods that 

can be used in metabolic engineering and systems biology.

Software tools

Software tools and code developed for a project should be shared as open 

source repositories on websites such as Github (https://github.com/) or 

Gitlab (https://about.gitlab.com/). The purpose of code sharing is that 

the computational research becomes more transparent, reproducible, and

expandable by other researchers, in line with the open science trend [131].

Additionally, the version control system, i.e. Git, stores a history of edits 

to the code so that previous versions can be accessed if necessary.

This section describes four pieces of software that were developed to 

perform the analyses in the projects presented in this thesis.

POPPY: Pathway enumeration

POPPY is short for Prospecting Optimal Pathways with PYthon and is 

available at https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/POPPY. POPPY is 

a pathway enumeration algorithm that combines biochemical reactions 

from the KEGG and MINE [132] databases in order to suggest pathways 

from endogenous host organism metabolites to a target compound of 

interest. I developed POPPY to determine the expansion potential of 

autotrophic genomes compared to heterotrophic genomes in Paper I. 

https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/POPPY
https://about.gitlab.com/
https://github.com/
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Special features includes the combination of known (KEGG) reactions 

and plausible but unconfirmed (MINE) biochemical reactions, the 

guaranteed ability of host metabolism to supply all reactants (based on a 

list of host metabolites), and the ability to enumerate pathways that are 

branched. Most importantly, the pathways are ensured to be 

thermodynamically feasible, i.e. have a positive thermodynamic driving 

force, under conditions in which all host metabolism reactions are also 

feasible in the directions that support growth. The thermodynamic 

analysis is a modification of maximum-minimum driving force (MDF) 

analysis [109], which took inspiration from network embedded 

thermodynamic (NET) analysis [110].

K1: Kinetic model of the Calvin cycle

“K1” is short for Kinetic model version 1 and is available at 

https://github.com/MJanasch/CBB_Kinetics. This repository contains 

the kinetic model of the Synechocystis Calvin cycle and associated code to

analyze it, representing the basis for Paper II. Unlike the other 

repositories, which were written in Python, R, and Bash, K1 was mostly 

written in Matlab, because that is the preferred language of Markus 

Janasch, the main developer. Interesting features of K1 include random 

sampling of enzyme kinetic parameters as well as thermodynamically 

feasible metabolite concentrations. Thermodynamically feasible means 

that the ΔrG' is always negative in the reaction directions determined by 

FBA. Metabolite concentration sampling allowed the comparison of 

metabolite ranges under stable steady state growth versus unstable 

situations, where one or more metabolites tended to accumulate or 

become depleted according to the model.

RiboPipe: Ribosome profiling and RNA-seq analysis

RiboPipe is short for Ribosome profiling Pipeline and is available at 

https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/ribopipe. Ribosome profiling is

an experimental technique that measures translation activity through 

isolation and sequencing of mRNA fragments attached to actively 

translating ribosomes [133]. This particular pipeline for analysis of 

ribosome profiling and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data is based on 

Python scripts developed by Becker and colleagues [134]. The basic 

https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/ribopipe
https://github.com/MJanasch/CBB_Kinetics
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function is to map the reads to the genome and establish abundance 

(“counts”) for each gene that is being translated. RiboPipe improves and 

automates the workflow, e.g. by gathering all steps into one script and 

adding quality-of-life features such as PCA and proper treatment of genes

crossing the origin of replication in circular DNA molecules. I developed 

RiboPipe for Paper III in collaboration with Jan Karlsen, and it includes 

scripts for generating most figures for that paper, but has found use for 

analysis of RNA-seq data also in other projects [135].

RedMAGPIE: Adaptations to the Calvin cycle

RedMAGPIE is short for Reductive pentose phosphate pathway Machine-

Assisted Genomic Pattern Identification and Evaluation and is available 

at https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/redmagpie. The purpose of 

RedMAGPIE was to contrast microbial genomes with the Calvin cycle 

(also known as the reductive pentose phosphate pathway) to their closest 

relatives without the Calvin cycle. This was accomplished by 

identification of genomes containing Rubisco and Prk, classified as Calvin

cycle-positive, identification of closest relatives through phylogenetic 

distance, annotation of genes with Pfam and EC numbers, and statistical 

analyses contrasting the gene copy numbers between the two groups. 

First, an enrichment analysis based on the Wilcoxon rank sum test found 

genes that were enriched or depleted in genomes with the Calvin cycle. 

Second, an ancestral character estimation analysis determined gene copy 

numbers in ancestral genomes, allowing correlation between the 

emergence of the Calvin cycle and increase or decrease in abundance of 

other genes. Third, a random forest machine learning algorithm ranked 

genes according to importance in the task of classifying genomes as 

Calvin cycle-positive. Finally, gene rankings were weighed together to 

provide a final ranking of the most important genetic adaptations to the 

Calvin cycle in microbial genomes. RedMAGPIE generated all data and 

most figures presented in Paper IV. However, RedMAGPIE is not a 

standalone software suite since it is fully tailored to the specific task of 

finding adaptations to the Calvin cycle. Nevertheless, a few modifications 

would enable RedMAGPIE to become a general purpose algorithm for 

finding differences between two groups of genomes.

https://github.com/Asplund-Samuelsson/redmagpie
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Present investigation: Mapping autotroph potential

The aim of the present investigation was to identify adaptations and 

constraints associated with autotrophic metabolism. Computational 

methods were used to probe a wide range of metabolic and genetic 

properties. The findings make up a metaphorical digital map of 

autotrophic metabolism and its potential for industrial utilization and 

optimization (Figure 4).

This chapter describes how the mapping of autotroph potential was 

performed in five conceptual stages. First, metabolomics and 

thermodynamics data were investigated to determine metabolite 

concentration ranges, which underpin subsequent analyses, but also 

highlight constrained metabolic states that may interfere with production 

pathway implementation. Second, kinetic modeling was used to identify 

stable steady state metabolomes and flux control coefficients, leading to 

the identification of potential targets for improving Calvin cycle carbon 

fixation rates. Third, translation activity was measured with ribosome 

profiling to determine gene expression response to CO2 starvation over a 

24 hour time period. Fourth, comparative genomics identified genetic 

adaptations gained over millions of years in response to acquisition of 

CO2 consumption capacity enabled by Rubisco and Prk. By examining 

adaptations to the acquisition of Rubisco and Prk, it was possible to 

outline features typical of a Calvin cycle capable organism. Finally, 

autotrophic metabolism was contrasted with heterotrophic metabolism 

through differences in capacity for supporting engineered novel 

biosynthetic pathways.

As discussed in the previous chapter, biochemical reaction 

thermodynamics fundamentally constrain metabolism, and 

thermodynamic driving forces are determined by chemical bonds and 

metabolite concentrations. In the next section, the mapping of autotroph 

potential begins by contrasting metabolite concentrations in the Calvin 

cycle autotroph Synechocystis and the heterotroph E. coli.
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Figure 4: A digital map of autotrophy highlights constraints and opportunities in 

promising metabolic engineering host organisms. The four papers in this 

thesis describe a metaphorical map of the biotechnological potential of 

autotrophs. The map is composed of computed metabolite concentration ranges 

(Paper I), flux control coefficients and stability of metabolomes as calculated by 

kinetic modeling (Paper II), change in translation during CO2 starvation (Paper III),

ranking of genetic adaptations evolved in response to acquisition of the Calvin 

cycle constituting an autotroph “recipe” (Paper IV), and feasibility of novel artificial

pathways that produce interesting target compounds (Paper I). Note that the data 

depicted in this figure are only for illustration purposes.
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Metabolite levels differ between autotrophs and heterotrophs

Part one of Paper I compared metabolite concentration ranges in the 

biomanufacturing host organisms Synechocystis, a photoautotroph, and 

E. coli, a heterotroph. This section explains how those metabolite levels 

were obtained and what their implications are.

Collection of metabolomics data

In order to perform thermodynamics-based analyses on metabolism, one 

must obtain concentrations for a wide range of intracellular metabolites. 

Metabolism-wide calculation of Gibbs free energy changes and reaction 

feasibility requires absolute metabolite concentrations (Equation 1), but

metabolomics studies often report only relative abundances, since it is 

cheaper and easier to produce those data. Collection of published 

absolute metabolite concentrations to enable the modeling efforts in this 

thesis was therefore a significant effort.

The model bacterium E. coli is well studied both genetically and 

metabolically. Conveniently, absolute metabolite concentrations are 

readily available from the database ECMDB (https://ecmdb.ca/) 

[136,137]. The model cyanobacterium Synechocystis is less studied than 

E. coli, and thereby only a handful of metabolomics studies existed at the 

time these analyses were conducted [138–141]. Nevertheless, the 

supplementary data of a few studies were consulted, resulting in coverage

of central carbon metabolism also in Synechocystis.

In order to determine thermodynamically sound concentration ranges, 

even for unmeasured metabolites, concentrations for all metabolites with 

at least three observations were used to calculate means and standard 

deviations. The upper and lower bound for concentrations were then set 

to the mean plus/minus two standard deviations. Equilibrator 

(http://equilibrator.weizmann.ac.il/) was used to obtain standard Gibbs 

free energy changes for metabolites [142]. These metabolite 

concentration bounds and ΔfG°' values were fed into the anNET Matlab 

program [143]. The anNET tool uses a linear programming optimization 

problem solver to calculate the maximum and minimum concentration of 

each metabolite as well as the maximum and minimum Gibbs free energy 

http://equilibrator.weizmann.ac.il/
https://ecmdb.ca/
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change of each reaction, while keeping the thermodynamic driving force 

above zero for all other reactions in the network. A pre-determined set of 

directions for each reaction were taken from MFA of Synechocystis and 

E. coli [115,144,145]. The maxima and minima define ranges for 

metabolite concentrations and thermodynamic driving forces. Note that a

recent re-analysis of fluxomics data in Synechocystis [146] implied 

differences compared to the earlier data that was used in Paper I, e.g. 

flux through transaldolase rather than FBPase. These differences in flux 

directions could have an effect on the metabolite concentration ranges if 

the anNET analysis would be performed again.

Implications of metabolite concentration ranges

The concentration ranges were different between Synechocystis and 

E. coli for several central carbon metabolism metabolites (Figure 5). The

most prominent differences were in Calvin cycle-related metabolites, in 

the TCA cycle, and in lysine biosynthesis.

The Calvin cycle requires fluxes that are reversed relative to many 

reactions in glycolysis and the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway, 

which are active in heterotrophic growth on e.g. glucose. Glyceraldehyde-

3-phosphate, fructose-6-phosphate, and erythrose-4-phosphate were 

determined to occupy a higher concentration range in Synechocystis than

in E. coli. Ribulose-5-phosphate instead displayed lower concentrations 

in Synechocystis. The photorespiratory intermediates glycolate, 

glyoxylate, and tartronate semialdehyde were all constrained in 

Synechocystis, but not in E. coli. These constraints may affect the 

thermodynamic driving forces of pathways that require any of the 

aforementioned metabolites as intermediates.
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Figure 5: Metabolite concentrations are constrained differently in the photoautotroph 

Synechocystis and in the heterotroph E. coli. Lighter shading indicates initial 

ranges from literature, while the darker shading indicates the concentration 

ranges from NET analysis. Arrowheads point to fixed concentrations. 

Abbreviations: 2,3,4,5-THDP, 2,3,4,5−Tetrahydrodipicolinate; LL-2,6-DAHD, 

LL−2,6−Diaminoheptanedioate; TARS, tartronate semialdehyde. 

The TCA “cycle” in cyanobacteria such as Synechocystis is different 

from the canonical variant [147] and appears “forked” in fluxomics data 

[144,145]. This means that flux proceeds towards 2-oxoglutarate via 

aconitase and isocitrate dehydrogenase at the same time as flux proceeds 

towards malate via malate dehydrogenase, with little flux between 2-

oxoglutarate and fumarate. A result of this difference from E. coli, which 

carries out oxidative phosphorylation fueled by a fully operational TCA 

cycle, was that TCA cycle intermediates were less constrained in 

Synechocystis. Succinyl-CoA, succinate, fumarate, malate, and 

oxaloacetate may all occupy a wider range of concentration without 

upsetting the thermodynamic balance in Synechocystis compared to 

E. coli. This implies that Synechocystis can supply higher thermodynamic

driving forces to engineered pathways using TCA cycle intermediates as 
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the carbon source. On the other hand, metabolites of the aconitase 

reaction, i.e. citrate, cis-aconitate, and isocitrate, displayed fixed 

concentrations in Synechocystis. These fixed concentrations were 

attributed to too narrow ranges obtained from literature, which could 

indicate measurement errors in the original studies.

One intriguing finding was the constraints imposed on metabolism by 

the unique lysine biosynthesis pathway in Synechocystis. It differs from 

E. coli in that it skips two reaction steps by using the enzyme LL-

diaminopimelate aminotransferase [148,149]. The thermodynamics of 

that reaction constrained the 2-oxoglutarate concentration to below 

3.3 µM in Synechocystis, and also imposed strict constraints on other 

metabolites involved in the reaction (Figure 5). It has been shown that 

Synechocystis uses a low 2-oxoglutarate concentration to be able to sense 

nitrogen starvation, which is indicated by elevated 2-oxoglutarate levels 

[150,151]. Furthermore, supplying artificially high 2-oxoglutarate 

concentration hampers growth in Synechococcus [152], while a non-

metabolizable analogue induced nitrogen starvation response in 

Anabaena, but no growth deficiency [153]. Neither is E. coli growth 

affected by high 2-oxoglutarate levels (20 mM) if the cells have a glucose 

uptake transporter that is not allosterically regulated by 2-oxoglutarate 

[154]. The relatively high lysine uptake rate in Synechococystis [155] may 

indicate a preference to obtain this amino acid from the environment 

rather than relying too heavily on the potentially sensitive endogenous 

pathway. Another observation supporting the hypothesis of low 2-

oxoglutarate concentration in Synechocystis is the glutamate synthase 

reaction, which uses reduced ferredoxin instead of NAD(P)H, presumably

meeting the increased driving force demand. The low 2-oxoglutarate 

concentration in Synechocystis may affect engineered biosynthetic 

pathways if they involve this metabolite or other metabolites taking part 

in related reactions.

In addition to determining metabolite concentration ranges, the NET 

analysis also provided driving force ranges. The original NET analysis 

hypothesized that reactions operating far from equilibrium, i.e. with a 

high thermodynamic driving force, indicate a low enzymatic activity, 

through low enzyme abundance or subdued kinetics. Such reactions are 

therefore better targets for genetic and post-translational regulation 
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[110]. Furthermore, since there is not much backward flux to occupy 

enzyme units, a high thermodynamic driving force is compatible with a 

low enzyme concentration [109], which presumably would allow quicker 

modification of the entire enzyme pool. By considering an absolute 

driving force that never falls below 13.1 kJ mol-1 to be far from 

equilibrium, it appeared that twenty reactions were different between 

Synechocystis and E. coli. One such difference was isocitrate 

dehydrogenase, which operated down to just above zero driving force in 

E. coli, while releasing >13.1 kJ mol-1 in Synechocystis. Another 

difference was NAD kinase, which phosphorylates NAD to NADP and 

may therefore be used to balance the two reduction currencies. This 

enzyme may, in contrast to E. coli, operate in both directions in 

Synechocystis, which may have an impact on engineering strategies 

aiming to use NAD kinase.

The NET analysis could have been further constrained by more 

detailed metabolomics data. Another limitation is that upper and lower 

concentration bounds may be very rare, considering that all other 

concentrations need to facilitate those extremes. More realistically, the 

range can be represented by a probability distribution shaped by the 

interplay between possible concentrations and thermodynamic 

constraints arising from reaction directions and ΔrG°' values. These ideas 

paved the ground for the metabolite concentration sampling in the kinetic

modeling project (Paper II), which will be discussed in the next section.
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Kinetic analysis of the Calvin cycle to reveal constraints

Kinetic models predict fluxes based on rate equations for each enzyme in 

the metabolic network, and are the most powerful metabolic prediction 

tools available [123]. In Paper II, Markus Janasch made a kinetic model 

for Synechocystis carbon fixation using the Calvin cycle, and I assisted 

with the data analysis. The model consisted of 29 reactions, 36 

metabolites, and 149 kinetic parameters. It was classified as an ensemble 

model [156], having multiple fitted parameter sets derived from random 

sampling of enzyme kinetic parameters (Vmax, Km, Ki, and Ka) and 

metabolite concentrations. First, 3,135 thermodynamically feasible 

metabolite concentration sets were obtained from within the ranges 

determined in Paper I (see previous section). Then 1,000 kinetic 

parameter sets were obtained for each metabolite concentration set. This 

enabled a probabilistic analysis of Calvin cycle stability, meaning its 

ability to return to a steady state following an infinitesimal perturbation 

of the metabolite concentrations. Unstable parameter sets are infeasible 

in nature, because the system would then accumulate or deplete essential 

metabolites [157].

Metabolomes that allow stable growth

The metabolite sampling resulted in distributions of concentrations. 

While these distributions occupied the entire thermodynamically feasible 

range (Figure 5), the shape of the distribution was rarely even (Figure 

6A). For example, ribulose-5-phosphate had a peak in the lower end of its

8 to 70 µM range. This illustrates how random sampling of metabolite 

concentrations gives a more detailed picture compared to ranges from 

NET analysis.

The data supported that the Calvin cycle is intrinsically stable. Within 

each metabolite concentration set, the median fraction stable parameter 

sets was 66.8%, ranging from 24.6% to 92.9%. This confirmed previous 

results from chloroplasts [158].

Some metabolite concentration sets were more likely to allow stable 

Calvin cycle operation (Figure 6A). For example, comparably lower 

concentration of fructose-6-phosphate, sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, and 
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ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate promoted stability. The most striking result 

was that a high ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate concentration (>1 mM) was 

clearly associated with an unstable Calvin cycle. There are some reports of

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate toxicity, e.g. causing an imbalance between Prk

and Rubisco in Rhodospirillum rubrum [159], or a potential cause for 

failure to overexpress Prk in cyanobacteria [160]. The potential for 

instability suggests that metabolic engineering efforts that may cause 

high ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate concentration, e.g. Prk overexpression, 

have to be considered carefully.

Further, the dataset allowed for investigation of connections between 

saturation states and stability. Saturation is the substrate concentration 

divided by Km for forward and reverse directions. The Michaelis-Menten 

rate law dictates that low saturation, i.e. a point far from Vmax on the 

saturation curve, where the slope is steeper, implies a high sensitivity of 

the reaction rate to changes in substrate concentration. Vice versa, high 

saturation, i.e. a point close to Vmax on the saturation curve, where the 

slope is shallower, implies a low sensitivity to substrate concentration. It 

was apparent from the data that central reactions in the Calvin cycle 

promote stability when their substrate saturation is low and product 

saturation is high (Figure 6B). For example, concentrations of fructose-

6-phosphate and sedoheptulose-7-phosphate below the Km (saturation < 

1) of transketolase were more likely to be stable. The same pattern was 

observed for aldolase, fructose-bisphosphate aldolase, Rubisco, and 

F/SBPase. The conclusion from these observations is that the Calvin cycle

contains a buffering system similar to that observed in E. coli metabolism

[161]. The high sensitivity to substrate concentrations and low sensitivity 

to product concentrations means that accumulation of substrate can be 

countered by increased reaction rates, while accumulation of product 

from the increased reaction rates causes negligible increase in 

detrimental backwards flux.
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Figure 6: Kinetic modeling reveals stable metabolite concentrations and enzyme 

saturation levels, and quantifies Calvin cycle flux control. Different 

metabolite concentration distributions are associated with stable or unstable 

operation of the Calvin cycle (A). In (A), “Stable” and “Unstable” (*) refer to the top

and bottom decile of sampled metabolite concentration sets ranked by their 

fraction stable sampled kinetic parameter sets. Pink triangles indicate values from

literature. Concentration densities are displayed on an arbitrary y-axis scale. 

Enzyme saturation level was also associated with stable and unstable operation 

of the Calvin cycle (B). In (B), “Stable” and “Unstable” (*) refer to saturation 

values from kinetic parameter sets determined to allow or not allow a stable 

steady state. F/SBPase is one enzyme catalyzing two reactions, and the same is 

true for Ald/Fba. The saturation level is plotted for the metabolite in bold, but it is 

representative for the other metabolites (†), which show nearly identical shapes. 

Saturation densities are displayed on an arbitrary y-axis scale. Finally, “Effector” 

reactions exercise flux control on “Target” reactions (C). Flux control coefficients 

(FCC) are displayed on a color scale, with median absolute deviation (MAD) 

displayed as transparency, revealing a cross under each heatmap tile. 

Transketolase (Tkt) catalyzes two reactions (see Figure 3): Tkt 1 yields E4P and 

Xu5P, while Tkt 2 yields R5P and Xu5P. Abbreviations: 3PG, 3-phosphoglycerate;
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Ald, aldolase; ATPSyn, ATP synthase; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; E4P, 

erythrose-4-phosphate; F6P, fructose-6-phosphate; Fba, fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate aldolase; FBP, fructose-1,6-bisphosphate; FBPase, fructose-1,6-

bisphosphatase; GAP, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; Gapd, glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase; Pgk, phosphoglycerate kinase; Pgm, 

phosphoglycerate mutase; Prk, phosphoribulokinase; R5P, ribose-5-phosphate; 

Rpe, ribulose-phosphate epimerase; Rpi, ribose-5-phosphate isomerase; Ru5P, 

ribulose-5-phosphate; RuBP, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate; S7P, sedoheptulose-7-

phosphate; SBP, sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphate; SBPase, sedoheptulose-1,7-

bisphosphatase; Tkt, transketolase; Tpi, triosephosphate isomerase; Xu5P, 

xylulose-5-phosphate.

Interestingly, phosphoglycerate mutase should have a low 3-

phosphoglycerate saturation to optimize stability (Figure 6B). 

Phosphoglycerate mutase is responsible for funneling Calvin cycle flux 

away from ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate recycling, towards pyruvate and 

acetyl-CoA (pink arrow in Figure 3). This is in line with the theory that 

autocatalytic cycle branch points, where one reaction retains flux in the 

cycle, and another siphons flux off to some other process, requires lower 

saturation for the non-cycle reaction [162].

Reactions that control the flux

A reaction exerts flux control when a change in its own reaction rate 

changes the rate of other reactions. This effect is quantified by flux 

control coefficients (FCCs), which are calculated by probing each reaction

rate with an infinitesimal change [163,164].

The FCCs in the Synechocystis Calvin cycle were distributed across 

most reactions (Figure 6C), meaning that no single reaction was close to

a FCC of one, and consequently there was no “bottleneck” reaction. 

Distributed flux control is an expected property of highly interconnected 

metabolic networks [165]. Furthermore, control appeared to be coupled, 

since several reactions followed similar patterns of being controlled 

(Figure 6C), an observation that was confirmed by clustering. These 

observations imply that there are many viable options to improving flux 

and carbon fixation rates of the Calvin cycle, and while several 

interventions will have similar effects, the effect is limited.
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Phosphoketolase is responsible for producing acetyl-CoA from 

fructose-6-phosphate and xylulose-5-phosphate without CO2 loss in the 

pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction. Interestingly, phosphoketolase exerted 

no control on other reactions, indicating that it may operate largely in 

parallel with the Calvin cycle, making it ideal for metabolic engineering 

pathway optimization endeavors [166].

 Interestingly, Rubisco did not appear to have the most control over 

Calvin cycle flux. Instead, positive flux control was observed primarily for 

the energy supply (ATP synthase), Prk, F/SBPase, triose phosphate 

isomerase, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and 

phosphoglycerate kinase. The positive control of ATP synthase, and the 

energy-infusing reactions glyceraldehyde dehydrogenase (via NADPH) 

and phosphoglycerate kinase (via ATP), indicates that energy demand is a

critical limitation of the Calvin cycle. The positive control of F/SBPase on 

Calvin cycle flux was expected, since overexpression of F/SBPase has 

previously been shown to enhance growth in cyanobacteria [167,168]. 

Combined with the observation that low F/SBPase saturation benefits 

Calvin cycle stability (Figure 6B), F/SBPase is a good engineering target 

for enhancing carbon fixation in Synechocystis. While increased Prk 

activity also seems to provide enhanced Calvin cycle flux, it would be 

problematic to increase the Prk reaction rate due to the potentially low 

stability if ribulose-1,5-phosphate is allowed to accumulate.

Phosphoglycerate mutase showed negative flux control over all Calvin 

cycle reactions (Figure 6C), suggesting that knockdown or engineered 

rate reduction of this enzyme may increase the rate of the Calvin cycle. 

This matches the stability impact of phosphoglycerate mutase discussed 

in the previous section, and is explained by the responsibility of 

phosphoglycerate mutase in draining intermediates from the Calvin cycle.
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The switch between autotrophy and heterotrophy

How does an autotrophic organism react to deprivation of its carbon 

source? We sought to answer this question in Paper III, where I 

collaborated with Jan Karlsen on the analysis of translatome data 

obtained through ribosome profiling.

Ribosome profiling

Ribosome profiling is an experimental technique where ribosomes are 

isolated together with the mRNA fragments that they are translating 

[133]. Computational mapping of the fragments back to the genome is 

similar to that in RNA-seq, but offers codon resolution based on the 

slightly longer dwelling time associated with the incorporation of the next

amino acid in a growing protein (Figure 7A). It was apparent that some 

genes had an elevated 5' untranslated region (UTR) ribosome density, 

which was termed above “average intergenic ribosome density” (AIRD). 

This suggested that ribosomes were stalling in the 5' UTR. Assembled 

ribosomes may also have been exhibiting a scanning behavior where they 

traveled along the mRNA in order to find the ribosome binding site for 

starting translation. Ribosome scanning has been reported in E. coli 

[169]. A peak was especially prominent at around the -10 nucleotide 

mark, which coincided with a strong Shine-Dalgarno site specifically in 

the above AIRD 5' UTRs (Figure 7B). These above AIRD 5' UTR genes 

were enriched in the functions photosynthesis, respiration, transcription, 

and translation, and depleted in transport, regulation, and cofactor 

synthesis (Figure 7C). The low carbon condition was particularly prone 

to 5' and 3' UTR ribosome pausing (Figure 7A).

Effects of shutting down autotrophy over 24 hours

The aim of the ribosome profiling project was to examine the translation 

response to CO2 starvation. The experiment used five samples, four at 

high carbon (HC) and one a low carbon (LC), sampled over a 24 hour 

time period, where time zero was marked by the shutoff of the 3% CO2 

supply to Synechocystis cells grown in a bioreactor.
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Overall translation was reduced by 80% in the LC condition, due to the 

carbon source being depleted. The types of genes still being translated 

changed, i.e. photosynthesis, respiration, and translation were reduced, 

while regulatory functions, cellular processes, and hypothetical proteins 

were occupying a greater fraction of the translation capacity (Figure 

7D). The hypothetical protein encoded by slr0376 was responsible for the

increase in the hypothetical category, which is in line with previous 

carbon starvation studies [170,171]. Within the top 20 upregulated genes 

(>16 fold change), there were six bicarbonate and CO2 uptake proteins, 

illustrating how the cells scrambled for carbon. Interestingly, Rubisco 

translation remained constant. This indicated that the cells were poised to

resume CO2 fixation once its availability returned to normal. Indeed, the 

culture started growing when the CO2 supply was turned on again after 

four days of carbon starvation.

One benefit of ribosome profiling is that it is possible to detect 

translation-level regulation by comparing mRNA abundance and 

translation activity, yielding a translation efficiency (TE) value. Genes 

that were specifically amplified at the translational level in LC were for 

example stress-related genes such as putative endonuclease, thioredoxin 

M, protease HtrA, and heat shock protein HspA. However, in general 

ribosome profiling and mRNA data correlated very well (r = 0.82), and 

TE was highly similar between HC and LC (r = 0.90).

In conclusion, LC is stressful, but cells remain active and ready to 

return to CO2 fixation and growth. This was confirmed when CO2 was 

turned on again after four days. The readiness might be facilitated by 

ribosomes occupying intergenic mRNA regions during the LC condition.
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Figure 7: Carbon starvation pauses and reconfigures translation. Ribosome profiling 

(RPF) was used to track translation of genes in Synechocystis as the culture 

transitioned from high carbon (3% CO2; HC) to low carbon (no CO2; LC) over the 

course of 24 hours. Mean pause score (reads per nucleotide / reads per 

nucleotide in the ORF; PS) for each nucleotide position at the 5' and 3' ends of 

ORFs shows individual codon steps, and 5' untranslated region (UTR) and 

intergenic ribosome pausing at LC (A). Above average intergenic ribosome 

density (AIRD) was observed in the 5' UTR of genes with a more distinct Shine-

Dalgarno site (B), and above AIRD 5' UTR genes were enriched or depleted in 

specific functions (C). Certain gene function categories showed different 

translation activity (sum of gene reads per kilobase and million mapped reads; 

RPKM) at LC (D). Only functions with differences between above AIRD and other 

5' UTRs (C), or between LC and HC (D), are shown.
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Learning from nature to create better autotrophs

While the previous section considered the response of an autotrophic 

organism to losing access to its carbon source, Paper IV investigated the 

genomic adaptations associated with gaining autotrophic capability 

through the Calvin cycle. By ranking genetic adaptations to the Calvin 

cycle, it was possible to assemble a “recipe” of an autotrophic organism.

Probing millions of years of autotrophy evolution

Inspired by horizontal gene transfer of Rubisco and associated genes 

[100–103], plasmid-borne Calvin cycle genes in Ralstonia and 

Oligotropha [172,173], and recent successful artificial evolution of E. coli 

Calvin cycle autotrophy [61,97,98], I wanted to investigate the evolution 

of autotrophy in natural microbial genomes. Knowledge of natural 

adaptations to the Calvin cycle could give guidance towards improved and

novel autotrophs in biotechnological applications.

Genome integration of the Calvin cycle was assessed by comparing 

Calvin cycle-positive genomes to their closest Calvin cycle-negative 

relatives using the RedMAGPIE framework (Figure 8A). The analysis 

was based on gene copy numbers annotated by enzyme commission (EC) 

numbers and Pfam families. Gene copy numbers were compared between 

Calvin cycle-positive and -negative genomes using enrichment analysis, 

ancestral character estimation (ACE), and random forest machine 

learning, followed by a consensus rank calculation. Cyanobacteria were 

excluded from this comparison, because it was determined that compared

to other microbial groups, cyanobacteria were 5.4 times more distant to 

their closest Calvin cycle-negative relatives (Firmicutes). The inclusion of 

cyanobacteria would therefore bias the analysis. Consequently, 

photosynthesis was not determined to be a Calvin cycle-specific trait, but 

there were plenty of other adaptations, which are discussed below.

The Calvin cycle was determined to be present in 6.0-8.4% of all 

microbial genomes, and was particularly prevalent in the bacterial groups

Burkholderiales, Rhizobiales, other Alpha- and Gammaproteobacteria, 

Actinobacteriota, and Firmicutes. There were also 75 Calvin-cycle positive

genomes from archaea, although those could be encoding the reductive 

hexulose-phosphate pathway [174].
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Figure 8: Analysis of genomes with and without the Calvin cycle yielded a ranking of 

Calvin cycle-associated genes. One thousand and twenty genome taxonomy 

database (GTDB) microbial genomes with the Calvin cycle, distinguished by 

Rubisco and Prk, were contrasted with their closest relatives through gene 

enrichment, ancestral character estimation (ACE), and random forest machine 

learning, to identify enzyme (enzyme commission numbers; EC) and Pfam family 

genes that constitute adaptations to the Calvin cycle (A). The analysis resulted in 

a consensus ranking of genes associated with the Calvin cycle, which can be 

considered a recipe for an autotrophic microbe (B). Median distance between a 

gene and Rubisco in number of genes in CBB-positive genomes is shown by the 

orange square root color scale, unless detected 200 times or fewer on the same 

DNA strand as Rubisco, which is indicated by light purple. Abbreviations: Ald, 

fructose-bisphosphate aldolase; ATPsyn, ATP synthase; CbbQ, Rubisco activase 

CbbQ; CbbX, Rubisco activase CbbX; Fbp, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase; GP, 

glycogen phosphorylase; Mdh, malate dehydrogenase; Rpe, ribulose-phosphate 

3-epimerase; Tkt, transketolase.
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A natural recipe for a Calvin cycle-capable organism

F/SBPase, aldolase, and transketolase are responsible for the part of the 

Calvin cycle that recycles the three five-carbon sugars that eventually end 

up as the Rubisco substrate ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (Figure 3). These 

three genes were among the best ranking adaptations to the Calvin cycle 

(Figure 8B), indicating that it is necessary to have these genes adapt 

specifically for this purpose. Accordingly, they were frequently closely 

situated to Rubisco in the genome, forming a previously characterized 

operon [175], which may facilitate complex regulation [176].

Other central Calvin-cycle genes also ranked highly, for example 

phosphoglycerate kinase, which catalyzes the second ATP-driven 

phosphorylation alongside Prk. Phosphoglycerate kinase is competing 

with the phosphoglycerate mutase enzyme, which drains metabolites 

from the Calvin cycle towards the TCA cycle and biomass production 

(pink arrow in Figure 3). Several microbes had multiple 

phosphoglycerate mutase isozymes, which may help regulation of this 

critical branch point [162] similarly to the system documented in 

cyanobacteria [177].

The Calvin cycle was accompanied by increased carbohydrate storage 

capacity, such as glycogen and starch formation, but not 

polyhydroxybutyrate bioplastic accumulation, as is seen in Ralstonia 

[54]. Autotrophs benefit from storing carbon during CO2 and energy 

abundance, which can act as overflow protection [178] or be used later for

glycolysis-based maintenance metabolism. Stored carbon in the form of 

starch or glycogen can also restart the Calvin cycle via the oxidative 

pentose phosphate shunt [179], which was another adaptation confirmed 

to show wide adoption according to the gene ranking.

Calvin cycle function was also boosted by Rubisco chaperones CbbQ 

and CbbX (Figure 8B), as well as carbon concentrating mechanisms, 

such as carbonic anhydrase and carboxysomes. Carbon concentrating 

mechanisms improve Rubisco function because higher CO2 concentration

around Rubisco reduces the oxygenase activity. However, there were no 

clear photorespiration pathway adaptations other than an increased copy 

number of the first step enzyme phosphoglycolate phosphatase. An 
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alternative photorespiration pathway was the glyoxylate shunt, judging 

from the depletion of aconitase and enrichment of isocitrate 

dehydrogenase, which could funnel glycolate and glyoxylate carbon 

towards 2-oxoglutarate.

Energy acquisition and electron transport genes ranked highly in the 

analysis, in particular hydrogenase for H2 consumption, and ATP 

synthase (Figure 8B). This indicated a specific energy management in 

Calvin cycle autotrophs. Note that photosynthesis was not a Calvin cycle-

specific adaptation, as it was equally likely to be present in Calvin cycle-

negative organisms.

Enrichment and depletion of specific transcription factor and 

metabolic regulator genes indicated adaptations of a metabolome-wide 

character. Mirroring nature, the artificial evolution of E. coli to utilize the

Calvin cycle also found that metabolic regulators had to be mutated in 

order to allow Calvin cycle operation [98]. In particular, the present 

investigation found that arabinose-related regulation and enzymes were 

depleted in Calvin cycle-positive genomes. The depletion was attributed 

to the possibility that synthesis of arabinose-5-phosphate drains the 

ribulose-5-phosphate pool, as well as to potential inhibitory action of 

arabinose-5-phosphate on the Calvin cycle enzymes transaldolase [180] 

and ribose-5-phosphate isomerase [181]. Calvin cycle-positive organisms 

thereby have incentive to avoid arabinose metabolism.

Finally, several domains of unknown function were identified to be 

associated with Calvin cycle-positive or -negative genomes. Genes 

encoding these protein domains are of special interest as novel Calvin 

cycle-enabling mutations. Making use of these mutations and the other 

adaptations identified in Paper IV may facilitate the engineering of 

novel autotrophs.
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Expanding the repertoire of autotrophs with new reactions

Simply having an autotroph with stable Calvin cycle operation and high 

biomass production rate is not enough to achieve a circular carbon 

economy based on third generation biomanufacturing. The engineered 

autotroph must also be capable of producing the desired chemicals by 

directly transforming metabolites in its own metabolic network, which is 

filled with carbon from CO2. The final concept in the map of autotrophic 

opportunities is expanding metabolism with novel biosynthetic pathways.

To this end, I developed the POPPY tool to enumerate pathways and test 

their thermodynamic feasibility in Synechocystis and E. coli, thereby 

evaluating the biomanufacturing potential of autotrophic metabolism 

(second part of Paper I).

Enumerating pathways in E. coli and Synechocystis

The POPPY pathway enumeration tool (Figure 9A) combines natural 

KEGG reactions and computationally predicted MINE [132] reactions 

based on BNICE operators [122] into novel, sometimes branched 

pathways. Finding enzyme sequences to realize the predicted reactions 

experimentally may be facilitated by tools such as BridgIT [182] and 

DeepEC [129]. POPPY ensures that all intermediate metabolites are 

either present in the host organism, or produced by the pathway 

reactions. Therefore, the primary host-specific input to POPPY are lists of

host-endogenous metabolites. Here, the host-endogenous metabolites 

were extracted from the Synechocystis genome-scale model by Knoop 

and colleagues [149], and from the E. coli genome-scale model iJR904 

[183].

Pathways were enumerated towards 37 commercially interesting target

compounds, out of which eight were discussed in detail in Paper I, i.e. 3-

hydroxypropanoate, 4-coumarate, acrylic acid, ethanol, ethylene, 

propane-1,2-diol, propane-1,3-diol, succinate, and xylitol. The number of 

pathways were typically similar between the two host organisms and were

counted in the thousands or tens of thousands. The number of pathways 

towards xylitol was an order of magnitude higher in E. coli, which was 

likely an effect of a more extensive metabolite list in E. coli (601 

metabolites compared to 473).
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Figure 9: Thermodynamic evaluation of enumerated pathways within Synechocystis 

and E. coli metabolic networks revealed contrasting expansion potential. 

POPPY (Prospecting Optimal Pathways with PYthon) is a tool for enumerating 

biosynthetic pathways by combining known KEGG reactions and hitherto 

unknown-to-nature but possible MINE [132] reactions, followed by 

thermodynamic analysis for feasibility determination and driving force ranking (A).

Expansion potential was controlled by endogenous metabolism, such as the low 

2-oxoglutarate concentration in Synechocystis with computational origin in the 

highly constrained thermodynamic driving force of lysine biosynthesis (B). 

Enumerated pathways to propane-1,2-diol (C) may display different driving forces

in Synechocystis and E. coli, e.g. because the concentrations of metabolites 

consumed by reactions I and II are different (D). Each point in (D) is one pathway,

and color indicates the relative level of constraint imposed on the pathway by the 

endogenous reaction network based on comparison of the ratio of network-

embedded max-min driving force (NEM) over independent max-min driving force 

(MDF) in each organism. Abbreviations: 2OG, 2-oxoglutarate; DXP, 1-deoxy-D-

xylulose 5-phosphate; E4P, erythrose-4-phosphate; GAP, glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate; GLU, glutamate; GLY, glycine; SUCC, succinate; SUCCOA, succinyl-

CoA.
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Evaluation of pathway support potential with NEM analysis

The enumerated pathways were integrated with the metabolic networks 

for a thermodynamic analysis that would indicate if both the endogenous,

growth-driving reactions, and the biomanufacturing pathway reactions 

could maintain positive driving forces simultaneously. The 

thermodynamic analysis entailed max-min driving force (MDF) analysis, 

which ensures that all reactions in a single pathway have a driving force 

equal to or greater than an optimally high minimum, but also included a 

network-embedded version of MDF (NEM). Thereby it was possible to 

identify limitations and opportunities distinguishing the two contending 

host organisms from each other. Furthermore, it was possible to 

determine whether the differences were explained by metabolite 

concentration ranges alone, or also by the flux directions from MFA 

literature [115,144,145].

The previously discussed lysine biosynthesis and accompanying low 2-

oxoglutarate concentration in Synechocystis (Figure 9B) was 

responsible for constraints on propane-1,2-diol driving forces (Figures 

9C and 9D). On the other hand, as the generation of 2-oxoglutarate was 

the thermodynamically limiting step in ethylene synthesis, certain 

pathways appeared to benefit from the environment in Synechocystis. 

These pathways used a hypothetical MINE reaction that combined the 

less constrained oxaloacetate with glutamate, producing 2-oxoglutarate 

and aspartate.

Overall, the pathways formed a “landscape” of driving forces regardless

of target compound, similar to what is shown in Figure 9D. There were 

pathways better suited to either organism, depending on what reactions 

and metabolites they utilized, and a large body of pathways were equally 

well suited to both organisms. This indicates that there are ample 

opportunities to tailor pathway-host pairings to achieve optimal driving 

forces. If certain enzymes are hard to engineer or to come by in the first 

place, one may switch to other pathway alternatives.
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Outlook: Selecting routes to improved autotrophs

The previous chapter exposed the complex and multifaceted nature of 

autotrophic metabolism based on the Calvin cycle. Among the points of 

data, there are plentiful opportunities for further investigation, 

improvement, and implementation. This chapter identifies some routes to

take on the bumpy ride towards a carbon neutral economy that makes use

of the opportunities provided by nature.

Viable biomanufacturing in the future

Future biomanufacturing needs to be sustainable, in both climatological 

and ecological senses, but also economically viable. How can we hope to 

reach these goals in a reasonable time?

Novel host organisms

Earth is home to millions of microbial species [184]. A significant portion 

of these microbes are likely to be autotrophic, as indicated by the survey 

in Paper IV. Even if they are not autotrophic, they represent exciting 

new possibilities for implementation as biomanufacturing host 

organisms. Amassing large datasets of genomic and metabolomic data 

will enable computational assessment of their suitability as hosts for 

different target compound production, using gene comparisons, pathway 

enumeration, and metabolic modeling, for example with kinetic models. 

Biotechnology already relies on a plethora of microbes, for example lactic 

acid bacteria in the food industry [185], corynebacteria for amino acid 

production [186], clostridia for acetone-butanol-ethanol fermentation 

[187], Streptomyces for antibiotics production [188], resistant bacteria 

for heavy metal bioremediation [189], and nitrifying and denitrifying 

bacteria for wastewater treatment [190]. Nevertheless, there is still 

untapped microbial diversity, revealed by metagenomics, that may be 

suitable for biotechnological applications [191]. Untested, novel host 

microbes may be optimal for producing certain compounds, or suitable 

for specific underutilized growth conditions, e.g. dry, cold, or salty 

environments.
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A recent study explored the genomic diversity in nature and found, 

astonishingly, that there are many fast Rubisco variants [192]. It would be

beneficial to explore the metabolic adaptations in these organisms, to 

determine how they differ from other microbes that use slower Rubiscos. 

The faster Rubisco variants may further be introduced into other 

organisms, keeping in mind that the endogenous Calvin cycle must be 

kept stable. A faster Rubisco would, hypothetically, drain ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate quicker and keep its concentration in the stable zone 

identified in Paper II. That could in turn allow overexpression or 

engineering of faster Prk to increase Calvin cycle flux.

Extended and automated genetic tools

Although novel host organisms may have their benefits, the well studied 

microbes, such as yeast and E. coli, are typically more amenable to 

engineering thanks to an established array of genetic tools. However, 

engineering of novel host organisms may be facilitated by new and widely

applicable techniques such as CRISPR-Cas9 gene deletion [3] and 

CRISPR-dCas9 expression interference [193], as well as transposon 

mutant tracking in multiple organisms [194] and adaptive laboratory 

evolution to achieve desirable traits [195]. Furthermore, automation may 

facilitate faster development cycles on larger scales. Using “robotic 

scientists” [196] or AI tailored to carry out the full cycle of scientific 

research and aiming to win a Nobel prize [197] are promising goals. We 

may also enhance the capacity of scientists by using automated 

bioengineering platforms [198] or genetic circuit programming 

frameworks [199]. It is expected that whole-cell molecular kinetic models 

of bacteria will be possible some time in the next 50 years [200], which 

might open completely new opportunities in systems biology and 

metabolic engineering.

Applying the autotrophic recipe

The novel autotrophic biomanufacturing host organisms do not have to 

exist in nature. Instead, we may perform genetic and metabolic 

engineering to create optimal autotrophs from promising natural 

autotrophs or even heterotrophs. The organisms should display the best 
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potential for autotrophy, but also other desirable traits, e.g. high growth 

rates or environmental tolerances. The autotroph “recipe” established in 

Paper IV may be consulted for these tasks.

Improving existing autotrophs and designing new ones

Existing Calvin cycle-utilizing autotrophs may be improved by making 

edits to replace missing high-ranking adaptations to the Calvin cycle. This

means that genes that were depleted in Calvin cycle genomes or 

negatively correlated with the Calvin cycle should be deleted if present in 

the genome to be improved. Conversely, the genome may initially lack 

certain genes, such as carbon concentration mechanisms, Rubisco 

activases, or specific carbon storage pathways. Such missing genes should

then be inserted into the genome that is being edited. It may be 

particularly informative to look at the adaptations to the Calvin cycle 

made by close relatives. Once one or a few edits have been made, adaptive

evolution can be used to optimize the regulatory and metabolic networks. 

Implementation of Calvin cycle carbon fixation in E. coli has shown that 

the transformation and artificial evolution approach is viable [61,97]. 

Note that in the case of E. coli carbon fixation, a Rubisco activase was not 

necessary. Furthermore, the closest Calvin cycle-positive relative of 

E. coli, i.e. the fellow Enterobacterales member Enterovibrio coralii, is 

more distant (0.23) than the median distance between Calvin cycle-

positive and -negative genomes (0.14) according to the data and results in

Paper IV. These observations suggest that the Calvin cycle is remarkably

flexible in melding with different genetic backgrounds, but also that 

nature holds many microbes that might be even more amenable than 

E. coli to accepting the Calvin cycle.

Understanding the recipe

Using the natural Calvin cycle adaptations without deeper knowledge 

about their functions may prove unsuccessful. To counter potential 

hurdles, it is necessary to explore the biological implications of the 

adaptations in more detail, i.e. what explicit effects the adaptations have 

on metabolism. This can be done for example through computational 

modeling, such as FBA and kinetic modeling, or through molecular 

genetics experiments, such as knockout or overexpression experiments. It
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is of particular interest to explore the effects of the regulatory and 

unknown function adaptations, as these might harbor novel insight 

regarding the Calvin cycle. The natural Calvin cycle adaptation ranks may

also be correlated to other systems biology datasets, such as gene 

expression during various conditions, or genome-wide knockout mutant 

data. Making such comparisons could shed further light on the meaning 

of the various adaptations in this “recipe.”

Precision engineering of the Calvin cycle

Genome- and metabolism-wide adaptations to the Calvin cycle could 

prove valuable, but the findings in Paper IV, and especially the findings 

from the kinetic modeling in Paper II, may be used to guide precision 

engineering of the Calvin cycle itself.

Making the right enzymes faster

The principal route to a faster and more stable Calvin cycle is 

improvement of specific enzymes or adjustment of their regulation. The 

kinetic model identified reactions that if running faster, could speed up 

the entire carbon fixation process. Enzymes catalyzing reactions with 

positive flux control coefficients are promising targets for enzyme 

engineering. Enzyme engineering may be performed through directed 

evolution guided by machine learning models [201]. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, FBPase is one interesting target due to its flux control, 

previous reports on improved growth in overexpression strains [167,168],

and especially its enrichment in Calvin cycle-positive organisms. Faster 

Rubisco variants discovered in nature [192] could also play a role by 

draining ribulose-1,5-phosphate to avoid instability (Figure 6A). In 

addition to improving catalytic rate, the Km of FBPase and other enzymes 

could be optimized so that substrate levels are kept low in order to reduce

the risk of entering the unstable high saturation states observed in Paper

II.

Recent re-analysis of MFA data using updated genome-scale models of 

Synechocystis [146] and Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 [202] 

showed that transaldolase may be responsible for production of fructose-

6-phosphate and sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, respectively, rather than F/
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SBPase, in the cyanobacterial Calvin cycle. This is however contradicted 

by the observation that transaldolase is non-essential in S. elongatus PCC

7942 [203], which is genetically almost identical to the UTEX 2973 strain 

[34]. The metabolite concentration boundaries calculated with NET 

analysis and the NEM analysis of production pathways both relied on 

MFA flux maps. The uncertainty in the flux maps indicates that slightly 

different results may be possible for the analyses in Papers I and II. 

This casts doubt on the hypothesis that FBPase is an important rate-

determining step in the Calvin cycle. Nevertheless, the genome analysis in

Paper IV indicates that FBPase is vastly more important than 

transaldolase in Calvin cycle-utilizing organisms.

Rather than creating new mutants with desired phenotypes, one could 

also develop a RedMAGPIE-like analysis to find natural mutations in 

central carbon metabolism enzymes. This search for mutation “hot spots” 

would use enzyme sequences as input to the statistical analyses described 

in Paper IV instead of gene copy numbers. There could be mutations to 

central carbon metabolism enzymes arising from adaptation to the Calvin

cycle. Such mutations could impart beneficial phenotypes also in other 

Calvin cycle organisms that might be lacking those specific mutations.

Finally, the RedMAGPIE results could be used to suggest small 

regulatory proteins of the Calvin cycle, which could have roles similar to 

the cyanobacterial phosphoglycerate mutase inhibitor PirC. PirC 

regulation diverts carbon flux either towards carbohydrate storage or 

lower glycolysis through interaction with the nitrogen starvation-related 

2-oxoglutarate sensor PII in cyanobacteria [204]. Ribosome profiling data,

such as that presented in Paper III, could be used to pick up small 

translated proteins not detected by liquid chromatography mass 

spectrometry proteomics. Protein-metabolite interactions that regulate 

the Calvin cycle could further be suggested by the recently developed 

interaction-proteomics techniques [205,206]. Subsequent engineering of 

these regulatory interactions add another layer to Calvin cycle 

optimization.
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Adapting production pathways to keep the stability intact

There are many ways to compare and rank computationally generated 

biosynthetic production pathways like those in Paper I. For example, in 

addition to thermodynamic evaluation, researchers have considered 

optimal target production and biomass accumulation calculated by FBA 

[207], pathway length, and toxicity of intermediates [208]. However, 

perhaps the most powerful alternative would be integration of the 

pathway into a kinetic model. Production pathways that drain or 

accumulate metabolites such that stability is disturbed would be 

undesirable. Kinetic modeling is still computationally costly, but some 

improvements may facilitate a wider usage, perhaps focusing on the best 

candidate pathways according to the other criteria. For example, I and 

Markus Janasch have discussed and tested a new approach where a 

random walk [209] is performed throughout the metabolite 

concentration solution space. To make the random walk efficient, we 

started from the MDF value. Developments such as the random walk 

sampling may contribute to kinetic modeling in general, and would be 

particularly useful for the testing of specific production pathways.

Moving beyond the constraints of autotrophy

This thesis has highlighted constraints as well as opportunities in 

autotrophic metabolism for improved CO2 fixation rates and optimal 

biomanufacturing pathway selection. Instead of dwelling on such matters,

we could perhaps make attempts at circumventing autotrophic 

metabolism, while keeping the sustainability benefits of 

biomanufacturing based on direct CO2 conversion.

Transcending cellular metabolism

Cellular metabolism is perhaps not the best vessel for a biomanufacturing

process. Instead, in vitro carbon fixation cycles could feed target 

production pathways, in an unbroken chain of purified enzymes. There 

has been intense effort to devise and implement new carbon fixation 

pathways that would replace autotrophic microbes. For example, the 

crotonyl-CoA/ethylmalonyl-CoA/hydroxybutyryl-CoA (CETCH) cycle is 

an in vitro carbon fixation cycle based on 17 enzymes [210]. The cycle was
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developed through retrobiosynthesis, i.e. the same principle of pathway 

enumeration as in POPPY (Paper I) and other tools [120–122,208,211]. 

To achieve light-powered CO2 fixation, the CETCH cycle was recently 

paired with isolated plant chloroplast thylakoid membranes [212]. These 

in vitro setups promise high efficiency paired with less of the chaotic 

microbe cultivation fuss, such as mutation of engineered pathways [213], 

toxicity of intermediates and products [214], and the requirement to 

integrate with a complex endogenous metabolism. However, while there 

are no reports of an in vitro Calvin cycle, it seems that the in vivo Calvin 

cycle is hard to beat in practice. The CETCH cycle operates at a CO2 

fixation rate of 5 nmol min-1 mg protein-1 [210]. The CO2 fixation rate of 

Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 is 18 mmol h-1 g dry cell weight-1 

[215], and carbon fixation proteins make up about 15% of the 

cyanobacterial proteome [216]. Dry cell weight is roughly 55% protein 

[217]. Thereby the CO2 fixation rate of the Calvin cycle in cyanobacteria 

growing under optimal conditions can be estimated as 18 · 106 · 0.15-1 · 

0.55-1 · 60-1 · 10-3 nmol min-1 mg protein-1 ≈ 3600 nmol min-1 mg protein-1. 

This indicates that carbon fixation rates remain much higher inside a 

living organism. Additionally, in vitro systems cannot heal stress damage 

like a living organism, and pure enzymes and cofactors are expensive. 

Will in vitro fully replace in vivo carbon fixation in the future? Probably 

not. Since each approach has its pros and cons, both in vitro and in vivo 

pathways should continue to be explored, and may fit specific use cases.

Retrobiosynthetic pathways such as the CETCH cycle are often ranked 

on the basis of their energetic requirements [218]. However, energetic 

costs in carbon fixation may be misleading. For example, a new-to-nature

carbon fixation pathway based on glycolyl-CoA carboxylase, named the 

tartronyl-CoA, or TaCo, pathway, was recently presented as a drop-in 

module for dealing with glycolate formed by e.g. Rubisco 

photorespiration or by the CETCH pathway [219]. Stoichiometrically, the 

TaCo pathway uses a single ATP for each fixed HCO3
-, but in practice the 

ATP usage is about five ATP due to “futile ATP hydrolysis.” The reason for

this ATP hydrolysis could be that the glycolyl-CoA enzyme must go 

through ATP-driven conformational changes to allow carboxylation. This 

shows that the energetic costs are complex and not only determined by 
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reaction stoichiometry. Therefore the Calvin cycle, which has been 

regarded as one of the most energy intensive CO2 fixation pathways [67], 

should not be counted out just yet.

Joining the forces of autotrophy and heterotrophy

Rather than abandoning cellular metabolism to get around its limitations,

microbial communities represent an attractive system that can 

incorporate autotrophs and heterotrophs. This allows each organism to 

do what they do best, and each organism may be engineered with 

different aims. That is, the autotroph will be optimized for stable and fast 

carbon fixation, while the heterotroph will be optimized for target 

compound production using a substrate produced by the autotroph.

Metabolically engineered microbial consortia have been established 

and evaluated positively on several occasions in recent years. In one 

example, the anaerobic acetogen Moorella thermoacetica used the Wood-

Ljungdahl pathway to fix CO2 using CO or H2 as the energy source. 

M. thermoacetica thereby secreted large amounts of acetate. The acetate 

was transferred to a second aerobic bioreactor where the engineered yeast

Yarrowia lipolytica converted the acetate into lipids [220]. Artificial 

consortia based on cyanobacteria have also been demonstrated. In this 

system, Synechococcus strains PCC 7942 and UTEX 2973 were used to fix

CO2 into sucrose, which was secreted and subsequently converted into the

bioplastic PHB by Halomonas boliviensis [221], or into 3-

hydroxypropionate by E. coli [222], respectively.

The interest in microbial consortia for biomanufacturing prompts the 

development of tools similar to POPPY that may find the optimal 

autotroph-heterotroph division of labor, linking metabolites, and 

production pathways. These consortia could also be modeled 

computationally to evaluate their potential for stable product formation. 

Modeling of bacterial communities in nature and industrial settings is a 

developing field [223].
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Coda

The Calvin cycle has been around for billions of years. Paired with 

oxygenic photosynthesis [224], it took over the world, and rules supreme 

to this day. Knowledge accumulated through systems biology efforts, as 

shown in this thesis, help us in taming the Calvin cycle to generate 

chemicals that we need. New efficient genetic engineering techniques and

an ever-growing body of knowledge ensures that we may also continue to 

develop autotrophic organisms and metabolism for our needs, providing 

realistic hope of achieving a carbon neutral economy in a not too distant 

future.
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